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1.0 SUMMARY 
Garrett  Turbine Engine Company (GTEC), 
under Contract DEN3-181 (NASA/DOE), w a s  
successful in developing the  heat engine 
(regenerated gas turbine) for a Brayton 
Engine/Generator Set (BE/G) for  solar thermal 
to electrical power conversion. The program 
objectives of designing, fabricating, assem- 
bling, and testing the SAGT-1A Power Conver- 
sion Assembly (PCA) were met. The PCA 
development was closely tied to the AGTlOl 
development, Contract DEN3-167 (NASA/ 
DOE), since the metal  version of this auto- 
motive gas turbine was used in the  SAGT-1A 
with only minor modifications. Rotor dynamic 
problems experienced in the AGTlOl delayed 
the  SAGT-1A schedule (at no cost). Prior to  
this delay, the  engine support structure had 
been designed and procured. Assembly of the 
PCA, including all engine support systems (air, 
oil, and fuel system plumbing) and electrical  
cables and harnesses, had also been completed. 
When the metal  AGTlOl successfully com- 
pleted i t s  characterization test--a contract  
milestone completed in January 1985--the 
SAGT-1A program was given the go-ahead t o  
restart development and ship the PCA t o  
Sandia National Laboratory for  test bed con- 
centrator  (TBC) tests. The SAGT-1A system 
was motored for  the first  t ime in June of the  
same year, resulting in excessive belt vibra- 
tion which caused a foil bearing failure in the 
engine. Rotor-dynamic bearing problems were 
subsequently eliminated by adding a stabilizer 
bar to the  PCA to react the higher start 
torque exerted on the belt drive system. The 
only other major change made t o  the  PCA was 
replacing the 110-vac fuel pump electr ic  
motor with a 12-vdc motor, which eliminated 
a n  intermittent fuel delivery problem. 
January of 1986 was a banner month fo r  
the SAGT-1A development program as two 
demonstration tests, 10 hours of run time, and 
25 starts were successfully completed. The 
SAGT-1A and supporting equipment were 
shipped to Sandia in March 1986. 
The metal  AGTlOl was never intended to 
meet the performance goals set by the 
Department of Energy for  solar thermal to 
electrical  power conversion systems. Output 
of the SAGT is estimated to increase up to 20 
kW with the ceramic gas turbine, which is 
currently under development. When available, 
this  ceramic power section will meet the DOE 
heat engine efficiency goal of 35 to 41  per- 
cent. 
1 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 
This final report was  prepared and sub- 
mitted by Garrett Turbine Engine Company 
(GTEC) in accordance with the requirements 
of NASA-LeRC/DOE, Contract DEN3-181, Ex- 
hibit A, paragraph E, Task V - Report of Work. 
This report covers the period February 1980 
through March 1986. The program objective 
was to design, fabricate, assemble, and test a 
small, hybrid, regenerated 20-kW Brayton- 
engine-powered generator set (BE/G). The 
generator set, also known as a power conver- 
sion assembly (PCA), is designed to operate 
with solar energy obtained from a parabolic 
dish concentrator, and/or with fossil energy 
supplied by burning fuel in a combustor. 
This development program was admini- 
strated by NASA and funded by the United 
States Department of Energy (DOE). The DOE 
is developing the heat engines for solar ther- 
m a l  applications, such as dispersed solar to 
electric power generation systems like the one 
shown in Figure 1. These power generation 
systems use a renewable energy source to 
decrease United States dependence on deplet- 
able energy sources. 
Power conversion assemblies would be 
deployed in the size of about 25 to 50 kWe, 
which is consistent with concentrator devel- 
opment in the 11- to  15-meter diameter range. 
6B6-042-1 
Figure 1, Artistic Conception of Dispersed Solar Thermal Power Generation Systems. 
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The DOE has set heat engine performance and 
cost goals of 35-percent efficiency and 
$1000/kWe for the interim (circa 1995) and 41- 
percent efficiency and $300/kWe for the long- 
t e r m  (early twenty-first century). 
Initially, the contract called for use of the 
GTEC Model GTP36-51 (recuperated gas tur- 
bine) as the power section, which was des- 
ignated the Mod "0" system. During the  
design phase of the Mod tlOtt system, an alter- 
nate power section, t h e  AGT101, was selected. 
The eventual automotive productionizing of 
this power section would increase the  proba- 
bility of meeting the DOE cost goals for solar 
thermal heat engines. The Mod "0" system 
design is presented in this report in Appendix 
A. The contract redirection to the SAGT-1A 
(AGT101 power section) was officially com- 
pleted by Contract Modification No. 5, dated 
February 4, 1982. 
This report covers design and testing of the  
SAGT power section, and in-house testing of 
the SAGT-1A PCA system. The design des- 
cription includes all power section support 
systems, major components, and performance. 
It also includes the PCA system performance 
and support equipment. The testing reported 
includes power section tests and in-house sys- 
t e m  tests (fuel mode only). 
This report also assesses the  ceramic SAGT 
in terms of its performance, cost, and design 
life to facilitate NASA and DOE future plan- 
ning for Brayton heat engines in solar dynamic 
modules. 
# 
3.0 POWER CONVERSION ASSEMBLY DESIGN 
The SAGT-1A Power Conversion Assembly 
(PCA) is designed to generate electricity (480 
vac, 3 phase at 60 hertz) from solar energy 
when installed on an ll-meter-diameter para- 
bolic dish of mirrors (Figure 2), designated a 
test  bed concentrator (TBC). The PCA, shown 
in Figures 3 and 4, consists of the following 
major components: 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
of 
GTEC SAGT power section, P/N 3609092- 
1, which uses the AGTlOl power section 
(P/N PA3610110-1) shown in Figure 5, with 
t h e  combustor adapter installed per Figure 
6. 
Sanders solar receiver, Sanders P/N 
4024056, which is a ceramic heat ex- 
changer designed to transmit solar thermal 
energy into the pressurized engine airflow 
between the regenerator discharge and 
combustor inlet. 
General Electric 25-kW Induction Motor/ 
Generator, Type No. GE-5KS 286 J L  205, 
electrically tied into a utility grid and used 
t o  start  the engine, and then driven to 
slightly above synchronous speed t o  gener- 
ate power into the grid. 
Interconnecting ducts, P/Ns 3608922-1 and 
3608922-2, capable of operating at 1600F 
(see Figure 7) and provided with flexible 
bellows sections t o  allow for thermal 
growth. 
PCA ancillary components t o  monitor 
operating conditions, and t o  supply air, oil, 
and fuel t o  the  major components. 
The assembled PCA weight and the center 
gravity (cg) were experimentally deter- 
mined t o  be: 
Weight = 1665 pounds 
cg = 11.5 inches, measured from the 
PCA mounting surface toward 
the  motor/generator 
688-042-2 
Figure 2, Parabolic Dish (l l-meter 
diameter) Used to Demonstrate SAGT-1A 
Readiness for Solar Thermal Power 
Conversion, 
These components will be discussed in greater 
detail in the following paragraphs. 
3.1 PCA Ancillary Component Design 
In general, the  PCA ancillary components 
were procured off-the-shelf and installed on 
the PCA support structure. Interconnecting 
lines were installed t o  service the power sec- 
tion with air, oil, and fuel. To assist in 
servicing the ancillary components, photo- 
graphs were taken of these components at the 
time of the  customer demonstration test. 
These photographs, together with pertinent 
schematics, are reproduced as figures that 
accompany the component descriptions pro- 
vided in the paragraphs that follow. 
5 
666-0424 
Figure 3. Power Conversion Assembly, Front View. 
6 
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686-0424 
Figure 4. Power Conversion Assembly, Aft View. 
686-042-5 
Figure 5. AGTlOl Automotive Gas 
Turbine Engine. 
3.1.1 Power Section Support Systems 
3.1.1.1 Air Supply Components 
A supply line (60 psig) into the PCA with a 
last chance filter at the PCA inlet (Figure 
A regulated supply line to the combustor 
area teed to air-assist and purge-air loca- 
tions, both feeding into the fuel nozzle. 
This line is bias regulated to 5 psig above 
compressor discharge pressure (Figures 9 
and 10). 
A supply line directly into the foil bearing 
cooling air location (Figure 10). 
A supply line into the gearbox buffer seal 
area, regulated to 12 psig. Loss of pres- 
sure (<5  psig) in this line is cause for 
automatic system shutdown (Figure 11). 
A supply line for cooling the solar receiver 
window flange (Figure 12). 
8). 
686-042-6 
HARDWARE COMMON TO A G T l O l  MOO 1 
Figure 6. Minor Changes Required to Adapt the AGTlOl Power Section for the SAGT. 
a 
I 
FLOW LINER 
Figure 7. Flexible High-Temperature 
[1600F (871C)l Ducts Allow for Thermal 
Growth. 
666-0424 
Figure 8. Air and Oil Supply Lines. 
686-042-9 
Figure 9. Fuel Control. 
FOIL BEARING COOLING AIR 
GB6-042-10 
Figure 10. Air and Oil Regulators. 
9 
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3.1.1.2 Pue 
686-042-1 3 
Figure 11. Oil Supply and Scavenge Lines. 
686-042-1 1 
Figure 12. Ceramic Solar Receiver. 
Supply Components 
0 Fuel pump and associated control equip- 
ment (Figures 9 and 13). 
The fuel schematic is shown in Figure 14. 
3.1.1.3 Oil Supply Components 
The lube schematic is shown in Figure 15. 
0 A supply line ($25 psig) with a last chance 
fi l ter  (Figure 8). 
0 A supply line feeding directly into the  inlet 
guide vane (IGV) actuator (Figure 16). 
0 A 60-pig-regulated lubricant supply line t o  
the hydrodynamic thrust bearing and hy- 
draulic mount line into the gearbox (Figure 
15). 
0 A 25-psig-regulated supply line for gearbox 
bearing lubrication, with a teed line to  
666-042-1 2 
Figure 13. Fuel Pump. 
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Figure 14. Schematic for Fuel Delivery to the Atomizer (Fuel or Hybrid Mode). 
supply rotor ball bearing lubrication (Fig- 3.1.1.5 Vent Components 
ure 15). 
0 Vent lines from the gearbox and regener- 
0 A lubrication cart (Figure 17) to be ator drive gearbox and/or seal drain line 
from the IGV actuator teed into one line 
which vents into a collector (Figure 17). 
3.1.1.4 Oil Scavenge Components 
A return line from the IGV actuator (Fig- 3*1*2 Master ComPOnenPs 
mounted to the alidade. 
ure 11). 
The numerous features of the master con- 
@ Three scavenge lines teed together and trol panel are defined in Table 1 and illus- 
trated in Figure 18. This panel is sufficient to 
start, operate, and monitor the  health of the 
SAGT-1A PCA during testing. To start the 
0 A scavenge line from the hydrodynamic PCA, the operator need only activate the sys- 
tem switches in numerical order as follows: 
covering 90 degrees of the gearbox housing 
(Figure 11). 
thrust bearing (Figure 11). 
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Figure 15. Schematic of Lubrica,..m Car. an 
Select the operating mode: solar mode 
(switch lA), fuel mode (switch lB), or 
hybrid mode (switches 1A and 1B) 
Start compressor seal airflow 
Start lubrication fluid flow 
Turn on 28-vdc power supply 
Activate Alarm/Fault Circuits (No fault 
indicator lights should be on at  this point; 
if any are, resolve problems to clear fault.) 
IO-MICRON 
FILTER 
OIL THRUST 
BEARING 111< 
Regulation System in t h  
U I 
ACTUATOR I 
PCA. 
6) Set Run/Stop Switch to Run 
7) Start fuel boost pump to supply 25 i-5 psig 
fuel pressure to fuel control 
8) Push start button 
9) When engine rotation is indicated on 
SPEED A or B readouts, open collector 
door [unless fuel mode (switch 1B) has been 
selected] 
ORIGINAL PAGE DS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
686-042-16 
Figure 16. VIGV Actuator System. 
686-042-1 7 
Figure 17. Lubrication Cart. 
Table 1. Control Panel Features. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Instrumentation Readouts 
speed A, krpm 
speed B, krpm 
T3.79 F 
T4.1, 
T5.1, I? 
Fuel Command, percent 
T4.1 Set Point, F 
p3.0, psia 
IGV Position, inches 
Fault Indicator Lights 
(left to right) 
Overspeed 
Underspeed 
Overtemperature 
Low oil temperature 
Hot oil temperature 
No flame 
Compressor seal air 
(Space) 
Switch Functions 
1A Solar Mode Select 
1B Fuel Mode Select 
2 Compressor seal air  
3 Lubrication pump relay 
4 ECUpower 
5 Alarmhtar t  enable 
6 Ruds top  
7 Fuel pump relay 
8 Start 
9 Collector door relay 
Power Line Test Buttons 
12Ovac(toptobottom; lef t toright) 
Fuel pump 
Star tedgenerator  
Compressor seal air 
28 vdc 
ECU power 
S t w e d g e n e r a t o r  relay 
Collector door relav 
13 
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Figure 18. Master Control Panel Allows PCA Start, Operation, and Monitoring. 
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3.1.3 Electrical Enclosure Components 
The electrical equipment, including motor 
starters, circuit breakers, relays, and power 
supplies, are shown in Figure 19. These com- 
ponents are described in more detail in Table 
2. The enclosure and GE induction motor a re  
also described for completeness. The compo- 
nents  were wired by GTEC per the wiring 
diagram, Drawing 305435. 
3.2 Power Section Design 
Since the SAGT power section is nearly 
identical t o  the AGTlOl power section (except 
for the ducting and adapter shown in Figure 6), 
the la t ter  design will be described herein. 
The AGTlOl power section (Figure 20) is 
characterized by a single-stage 5:l backward- 
swept centrifugal compressor and a single- 
stage ceramic radial inflow turbine mounted 
on a common shaft. 
The centrifugal compressor and radial tur- 
bine are coupled using proven curvic coupling 
technology, loaded through an axially 
stretched tie-bolt. The rotating group is sup- 
ported at the  compressor end by a hydraulic- 
ally mounted, angular contact, 0.59-inch (15- 
m m )  ball bearing, with the axial rotor load 
reacted by an oil-film thrust bearing, and by a 
gas-lubricated foil bearing [1.35-inch (34.3- 
m m )  diameter] between the turbine and com- 
pressor. The thickness of each of the seven 
foils is 0.007 inch (0.18 mm) including coating. 
A t  maximum power, the foil bearing load is 
approximately 2 psi (13.8 kPa) based on a 
projected area calculated as the product of 
the diameter and the length. The bearing 
power loss is 150 watts at maximum power. 
AGT critical speed analyses were com- 
pleted. The first, second, and third critical 
speeds have been calculated t o  occur a t  5,850; 
38,260; and 135,200 rpm. Bearing stiffnesses 
of 4000 lb/in. (700 N/mm) for the foil bearing 
and 25,000 lb/in. (4378 N/mm) for the hydrau- 
lically mounted ball bearing were used in the 
analyses. The first and second critical speeds 
are  predominately rigid body modes. GTEC 
experience shows tha t  wi th  hydraulically 
mounted bearings, these modes are  suffi- 
ciently damped to  allow transient operation 
through t h e  first and second critical speeds 
with acceptable bearing loads and shaft excur- 
sions. The third critical speed is 35.2 percent 
above the  maximum operating speed, which 
gives adequate margins based on GTEC exper- 
ience. 
Structural design of the AGTlOl is charac- 
terized by simple symmetrical structures 
(except the flow separator housing) and a flow 
path arranged to  keep the  lowest temperature 
gas outermost t o  minimize heat loss. Material 
composition of the structural and rotor com- 
ponents is summarized in Table 3. The struc- 
tural load path, as depicted in Figure 21, orig- 
inates at the combustor dome. A mechanical 
spring load of approximately 150 lb (667 N) is 
applied to  the combustor dome to  hold the  
structural components in position when the  
engine is not operating. This spring load, 
combined with the aerodynamic loads across 
the  individual components, is transmitted 
through the combustor inner liner t o  the  tur- 
bine transition duct, across the three struts, 
through the  combustor baffle and turbine 
backshroud t o  the turbine stator,  across the  
s ta tor  vane leading edge section t o  the turbine 
shroud conical webs, through the shroud bolts 
to the flexmount ring and into the compressor 
backshroud, and then to the compressor hous- 
ing. Table 4 summarizes the power section 
salient features; additional information on the 
AGTlOl program is provided in Appendix B. 
3.2.1 Compressor Stage Design 
The AGTlOl compressor stage comprises a 
single-stage backward-swept titanium centri- 
fugal impeller having 12  full blades and 12 
splitter blades; a three-stage radial diffuser 
with one stage of diffusion vanes and two 
stages of deswirl vanes; and an  upstream set 
of 17 variable inlet guide vanes (VIGVs). Cur- 
rent performance predictions of this com- 
pressor stage at maximum power operating 
condition are as follows: 
15 
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Figure 19. Electrical Equipment Is Located in Equipment Enclosure. 
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Component 
Lube Pump Motor 
Starter, 460 vac, 34 
Motor/Starter Induction 
Motor Starter, 460 vac, 
34 
Lube Pump Motor 
Circuit Breaker 
Motor (Induction) 
Circuit Breaker 
20 vdc Relay 
ECU Input (K3) 
Output Control Relay 
(K4, K5, K6) 
120 vac Relay 
(K1, K2) 
Electrical Enclosure 
Induction Motor 
Phase Failure Relay 
12 vdc Power Supply 
(Fuel Pump Motor) 
Table 2. Electrical Equipment Description. 
~ ~~~ 
Description 
NEMA Class, 8536 Type SBO-2 
(Size 0, 3 pole, open type) 
120 vac coil w/3ea B11.5 melting 
alloy therm units 
NEMA Class, 8536 Type SDO-1 
(Size 2, 3 pole, open type) 
120 vac coil w/3ea B79 melting 
alloy therm units 
3 pole, 15 amp, 277/480 vac 
3 pole, 50 amp, 277/480 vac 
NEMA Class 8501, Type GO-20 
w/120 vac coil 
NEMA Class 8501, Type CDO-1 
w/24 vdc coil 
NEMA Class 8501, Type GO-30 
w/120 vac coil 
NEMA Type 12, freestanding single 
door enclosure 72 x 32 x 18 inches 
with 60 x 32 inch panel 
286 TC aluminum frame 1840 rpm at 
full load 46Ov-3 phase60 Hz rated 
power 25 kW (33.5 hp) 92 percent 
efficiency at 0.865 average 
power factor  
460 vac, 60 Hz 75-100T of rated 
voltage dropout adjustment 5 amps 
contact rating solid state sensor 
12 vdc, 15 amp overvolt protection 
120 vac power input 
Manufacturer/Part No, 
Square D/SBO-2, Size 0 
Square D/SDO-l, Size 2 
Square D/EHB 34015 
Square D/EHB 34050 
Square D/GO-20 
Square D/CDO-1 
Square D/GO-30 
Hof f m d A 7 2 3 6  18FS 
w/A72P36Fl 
General Electric/ 
GE-SKS 286JL205 
W ilmad1004X 
17 
PIN-SUPPORT 
FLOW SEPARATOR HOUSING 
Figure 20. AGTlOl M e t a l  Power Section Developed for SAGT Program. 
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Table 3. AGTlOl Metal Engine Materials. 
Part Name* 
Compressor Inlet Housing 
Compressor Housing 
Compressor Backshroud 
Compressor Impeller 
Compressor Diffuser 
Flow Separator Housing 
Pin-Support, Flow Separator Housing 
Strut-Support, Flow Separator Housing 
Turbine Inner Diffuser Housing 
Turbine Outer Diffuser Housing 
Turbine Shroud 
Turbine Backshroud 
Turbine Transition Duct 
Turbine Rotor 
Turbine Stator 
Combustor 
Combustor Baffle 
Combustor Cover 
Exhaust Housing 
Material 
Aluminum 356 
Cast Ductile Iron** 
Cast Ductile Iron** 
Titanium 
Stainless 327 
GMR 235 D 
Stainless 316 
Hastelloy X 
Hastelloy X 
Hastelloy X 
GMR 235 D 
Hastelloy X 
Hastelloy S 
Astroloy 
INCO 617 
Haynes 188 
Hastelloy X 
Cast Ductile Iron** 
Cast Ductile Iron** 
*Refer to Figure 20 for  part  locations and descriptions. 
**Per ASTM A536. 
e- >’ 0 AIRFLOW PATH 
-=* STRUCTURAL LOAD PATH 
~n6-04z-zi 
Figure 21. AGTlOl Structural Loads Are 
Efficiently Reacted Through Symmetrical 
Parts. 
0 Mass Flow 85F (29C), 0.8542 lb/sec 
Sea Level (0.3 87 5 kg/sec) 
0 Stage Pressure Ratio 5:l 
0 Stage Efficiency, 0.755 
Tot al-t o-Tot a1 
0 Rotational Speed 100,000 rpm 
Two design iterations were required on the 
compressor to achieve the desired perfor- 
mance. The first iteration (Test 1 in compres- 
sor rig) was low in flow and work. The 
impeller was modified (shroud recontour and 
increased tip diameter), then tested with a 
vaneless diffuser to establish impeller char- 
acteristics. Results indicate that, as desired, 
flow and work increased over Test 1. 
In Test 2A, a three-stage diffuser, designed 
to match the modified impeller, was installed, 
and full-stage testing was completed at speeds 
19 
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Table 4. AGTlOl Design Summary. 
Component 
Compressor - Centrifugal 
Material 
Design f low,  Wsec (kg/sec) 
Number of  bladedspfitters 
Backward curvature, degrees 
VlGV type, number of V M ~ S  
Diffuser type 
Predicted stage efficiency, percent 
Turbine - Radial Inflow 
Material 
Maximum inlet temperature, P (C)  
Maximum tip speed, f p  (mps) 
Number of blades 
Stator type, number of V M ~ S  
Diffuser type 
Predicted stage efficiency, percent 
Hegemrator - R O W  
Material, fabrication process 
Active matrix diameter, in. (mm) 
Matrix thickness, i h  (mm) 
Hydraulic diameter, in. (mm) 
Support type, drive 
Predicted effectiveness, percent 
Predicted senl leakage, percent 
Combustor - Diffusion PLame CW 
Material 
Outlet temperature, F (C)  
Maximum primary zone temperature, F (C)  
Ball Bearing - Split Inner Race. A- Contact 
Material 
Size, in. (mm) 
Maximum load - radidaxial, Ib (N) 
Foil Rearing 
Number of foils 
Diameter, in. (mm) 
Length, in. (mm) 
Maximum load - steady state, Ib (N) 
Maximum load - shock, g's 
Description 
Titanium 
0.85 (0.387) 
12/12 
50 
Articulated, 17 
2D vane island, cascade deswirl 
75.5 
Astmloy 
1700 (927) 
2070 (631) 
13 
Radial, 19 
Radial 
86.5 
Aluminum silicate, corrugated 
18.2 (462) 
3.3 (84) 
0.023 (0.6) 
Rim, rim drive 
91.9 
8.0 
Haynes 188 
1500 to 1700 (816 to 927) 
3000 (1650) 
SAE 52100 
0.59 (15) 
9/35 (40/156) 
7 
1.35 (34.3) 
1.075 (27.3) 
3 (13) 
X6 
ranging from 40 to 100 percent of design- 
corrected speed and IGV settings of 0, 20, 40, 
and 70 degrees. Axial clearance throughout 
the test was controlled to within 0.003 inch 
(0.076 mm). 
Results of Test 2A are compared with 
those of Test 1 (original design) in Figures 22 
through 24. These data indicate the following: 
0 Design pressure ratio and flow were 
attained. 
0 Speed efficiency, low in Test 1, was signi- 
ficantly increased in Test 2A. 
0 A desirable efficiency envelope has been 
achieved, characterized by peak efficien- 
cies increasing at the lower end of the  
speed range where most driving time 
occurs. This will effect improvements in 
overall fuel economy. 
0 Diffuser performance was very close to  
predicted levels. 
3.2.1.1 Impeller Mechanical Design 
Titanium impeller material was selected 
because of forging availability, good fatigue 
resistance, and high temperature strength. A 
change to a powder metal or cast alloy will be 
accomplished when either material becomes 
available. Impeller properties are listed in 
Table 5. 
Elastic three-dimensional (3-D) stress and 
vibration analysis was performed on the final 
blade configuration. The blade was optimized 
to provide good aerodynamic performance 
while maintaining stress levels necessary to 
assure mechanical integrity. Blade vibrations 
are confined primarily to the inducer region of 
low-specif ic-speed impellers. The exducer 
short blade height makes this blade region 
insensitive to aerodynamic excitations. To 
assure an inducer region vibratory margin, 
stress levels were limited to 20 ksi (138 MPa), 
thereby permitting vibratory stress levels of 5 
ksi (34.5 MPa) with titanium. Plots showing 
stress results from a 3-D finite element anal- 
ysis are presented in Figure 25. 
Elastic stress analysis was completed for 
the impeller hub. Stress results are shown in 
Figure 26, and isotherms for the 85F (29C) day 
design point are shown in Figure 27. The burst 
ratio was calculated to be 1.68. These stress 
levels and burst ratio are consistent within 
GTEC experience on similar titanium impeller 
designs. 
The axial and radial displacements of the 
blade, taking into account maximum tempera- 
ture, 100-percent operating speed, and cen- 
trifugal stiffening, are shown in Figure 28. 
Strain gage testing was  conducted on the 
titanium impeller to 80,000 rpm at zero- 
degree VIGV setting. The full-blade first 
mode was excited at 73,000 rpm by the four- 
per-revolution harmonic. Measured strain 
levels of 500 ME were observed. The corre- 
sponding stress levels are shown in Figure 29 
for both titanium and aluminum. No blade 
problems are anticipated based on these re- 
sults. 
3.2.2 Combustor Design 
The AGTlOl metal combustor is a scaled 
version of the GTEC Model GT601 truck 
engine combustor design as shown in Figure 
30. The combustor is designed to operate with 
a 3.76-percent pressure drop (cold) at maxi- 
mum power, while allowing a 2.34-percent 
pressure drop at idle, to provide adequate air- 
blast fuel-nozzle operation. Maximum com- 
bustor air inlet and discharge temperatures for 
this system are 1250F (676C) and 1700F 
(927C), respectively. Haynes 188 material was 
used for fabrication, with conventional f i lm 
cooling used to protect the liner surfaces. 
Total combustor volume is approximately 
0.042 ft3 (0.0012 m3), which results in an 
overall reference velocity of approximately 83 
ft/sec (33.5 m/s) and a loading parameter of 
0.103 lb/sec/at m* f t3 (0.0 163 kg/s/kPa*m3). 
The overall residence time is 0.0057 second at 
maximum power, which should result in good 
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Figure 22. Full-Stage Compressor Data, 
IGVs Open. 
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Figure 23. Full-Stage Compressor Data, 
IGV = 40 Degrees. 
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Figure 24. Full-Stage Compressor Data, 
IGV = 70 Degrees. 
Table 5. Impeller Properties. 
Parameter 
Total Weight, lb (kg) 
Blade Weight, lb  (kg) 
I ~ ,  lb-in.-sec2 
(kg-mm-sect) 
b, lb-in-secz 
(kg-mm-sec2) 
Hub Area, inO2 (em2) 
CG, in. (mm) (Forward 
of Blade Root Exit) 
Kinetic Energy, 
lb-ft (joules) 
Density, l b h . 3  
(kg/cm3) 
Description 
0.915 (0.415) 
0.069 (0.031) 
0.0027 (0.031) 
0.023 (0.026) 
1.185 (7.645) 
0.277 (7.04) 
10493 (14227) 
0.16 (4.429) 
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EOUIVALENT STRESS 
/31.5 KSI 
Figure 25. AGTlOl 3-D Airfoil Elastic 
Stress at 100,000 rpm. 
t4 KSI 
EFFECTIVE STRESS 
685-042-33 
Figure 26. AGTlOl Impeller Stress at 
10 0-Percent Speed. 
VALUES IN F 
688-04244 
Figure 27. AGTlOl Impeller Isotherms for 
85F (29C) Inlet Temperature. 
- -- -- -- - -- - 
OEFORMATION 
G86-042.35 
Figure 28. AGTlOl Impeller Deformation at 
100-Percent Speed. 
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Figure 29. Measured Strains Confirm 
Analytically Determined Low Stresses. 
combustion efficiency values with minimum 
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbon, and nitrogen 
oxide emissions. Operating parameters of the 
metal AGTlOl and t h e  GT601 combustors a re  
compared in Table 6. Test results at these 
conditions a re  presented in Table 7. 
Emission testing was completed on the 
diffusion flame combustor. Efficiency levels 
obtained were 98.6 at idle, 99.45 at cruise, and 
99.92 at maximum power. Although the metal 
combustor does not have emission require- 
ments, it meets the carbon monoxide program 
goals at all power levels and the hydrocarbon 
goals at cruise and maximum power. 
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Figure 30. AGTlOl M e t a l  Combustor 
Design Is Scaled Version of GT601. 
3.2.2.1 Combustor Fuel Nozzle Design 
The metal AGTlOl fuel nozzle is manufac- 
tured by the Delavan Corporation t o  GTEC 
Drawing 3830111. A cross section of this fuel 
nozzle is shown in Figure 31. The design is an 
air-blast, air-assist, atomizer configuration 
consisting of several Hastelloy-X parts brazed 
into an assembly. The air assist supplied by an 
external air pump is designed t o  atomize the 
fuel during light-off when engine airflows are 
low. Air assist is also used to  cool the fuel 
tube to prevent fuel coking and consequent 
fouling of the small atomized fuel exit holes. 
The air  blast, using compressor discharge flow, 
becomes effective for atomization at higher 
engine speeds, and also for prevention of fuel- 
nozzle overheating, fuel dribbling, and flame 
attachment in the primary burning zone of the 
combustor. 
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Table 6. Diffusion-Flame Combustor Flow Conditions. 
Power Sett ing 
Parameter 
Maximum Power 
Combustor Inlet Temperature, TIN, 
F (C) 
Inlet Pressure, PIN, p i a  (kPa) 
Idle Cruise Maximum 
Airflow Rate, W ,  lb/sec (kgh) 
Burner FueVAir Ratio, F/A 
Operating F/A 
Lean Blowout F/A 
Pat tern Factor 
Maximum Recorded Wall 
Temperature, F (C) 
Discharge Temperature, Tout, F (C) 
Idle Point 
TIN, F (c) 
PIN, pia &Pa) 
W ,  lb/sec (kg/s) 
Fuel/Air Ratio 
0.0031 0.0043 0.0089 
0.0020 0.0024 0.0012 
0.215 0.130 0.103 
1167 (631) 1237 (669) 1332 (722) 
.A 
1200 
63.1 
0.841 
0.0089 
1786 
1589 
21.8 
0.204 
0.0031 
1786 
Engine Speed (%) 20 30 
Maximum F/A 0.022 0.022 
Light-off F/A 0.0139 0.0091 
GT60 1 
40 50 
0.022 0.022 
0.0076 0.0056 
1220 
94.3 
4.633 
0.0139 
2092 
1020 
25.8 
1.39 
0.0041 
1286 
Table 7. Combustor Performance Verified Experimentally. 
60 
0.022 
0.0046 
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Figure 31. Cross Section of Delavan Fuel Nozzle Used in Meta l  AGT101. 
3.2.3 Turbine Stage Design 
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The turbine system station designations are 
shown in Figure 32. The original estimated 
turbine efficiency summary is presented in 
Table 8. For cycle analysis purposes, the 
radial inflow turbine design is rated from 
combustor exit (station 4.0) to regenerator 
low-pressure (LP) inlet (station 5.1). 
Testing was performed in a test rig that 
completely replicated the engine flow-path 
geometry, including the regenerator core. The 
1600F (871C) metal turbine stage hardware 
under evaluation included the transition duct, 
cast 19-vane contoured endwall stator, mach- 
ined 13-blade radial inflow turbine, radial 
exhaust diffuser, and associated ducting. Per- 
-
REGENERATOR 
LP INLET 
OUT 
OUT 
CENTER BOOY 
TURBINE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
006-042-45 
Figure 32. Turbine Stage Design Geometry 
Shows Designated Performance Stations. 
Table 8. Turbine Design Point Efficiency Summary. 
I' 
Parameter 
U t  = 2070 ft/WC 
N = 100,000 rpm 
N b  = 13 Blades 
Maximum Power 
nT-T 
~ ~~ ~~ ~ 
Base Efficiency from Specific Speed Correlation 
at Re = 3.0 x lo5 
Reynold's Number Effects from Re = 3.0 x lo5 
to R, = 1.21 x 105 
Rotor Inducer Incidence Effects 
Rotor Shroud Clearance Effects at 0.010-Inch 
Clearance 
Rotor Backface Clearance Effects at 0.030-Inch 
Clearance 
Rotor Blade Number Effects 
Rotor Backface Disk Friction 
Reaction Effects (Rotor Blade Surface 
Diffusions) 
Rotor Trailing Edge Blockage Effects 
(Mixing Loss) 
APT/PT Exhaust, Total Pressure Loss 
from Rotor Exit-to-Regenerator Inlet 
~T-SYS, Stator Inlet Total-to-Regenerator 
Inlet Total 
*Value cited is percentage points. 
0.946 
0.937 
0,932 
0.910 
0,894 
0,888 
0.882 
0.882 
0,878 
0.0312 
0.864 
ATIT-T* 
-0.96 
-0.45 
-2.21 
-1.59 
-0.60 
-0.56 
0.0 
-0.40 
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formance measurement was based on a high- 
speed, direct-reading torque sensor. A dummy 
rotor was used to quantify bearing and gear- 
train losses prior to performance mapping, and 
deadweight calibration tests were conducted 
prior to each performance test. 
0.20 - 
0.15- 
e :: 0.10- 
g Y 
0 w 
I- U 
f 0.05- 
0 u 
0- 
-0.05d 
Aerodynamic performance mapping was 
conducted over a range of speed and pressure 
ratios from idle to maximum power conditions. 
Test results, presented in Figures 33 and 34, 
indicate that the 1600F (871C) metal turbine 
system performance level is excellent. An 
idle efficiency (VT-T,SYS) of 76.3 percent was 
achieved, compared with a predicted value of 
71.8 percent. At cruise conditions, a perfor- 
mance value of 79.6 percent was attained, 
compared with a predicted value of 78.2 per- 
cent. A t  maximum power, the predicted effi- 
=: e 
E 
5 
=: 
2 
CI w I- 
E 
E 
O 0
ciency was 87.1 percent, while the test results 
indicate 86.5 percent. 
Automotive application of gas turbine 
technology requires that the turbine operate 
over a broad speed range and hence large rotor 
exit swirl angles. The sensitivity of the radial 
exhaust diffuser with large rotor exit swirl 
angle distributions is therefore essential for 
determining the turbine system performance 
levels. Data obtained during cold-air turbine 
tests and cold-flow regenerator tests indicate 
that the radial diffuser loss is relatively insen- 
sitive to inlet swirl angle. Moreover, losses 
actually decrease with increasing swirl angles, 
thereby enhancing the system performance 
levels at idle and cruise conditions at  which 
the majority of time is spent over the Com- 
bined Federal Driving Cycle (CFDC). 
PRESSURE RATIO 
685-042-46 
Figure 33. Metal Turbine Performance Map Generated Experimentally. 
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Figure 34. Metal Turbine System 
Efficiency Characteristics. 
3.2.4 Regenerator System Design 
The regenerator system (Figure 35) in- 
cludes the following design considerations: 
0 Regenerator Matrix Performance 
0 
0 Elastomer 
0 Mount and Drive 
0 Seal Coatings 
0 Seal Configuration 
Core Material and Cell Configuration 
3.2.4.1 Regenerator Matrix Performance 
The potential benefits of engine exhaust 
waste heat recovery are well established. The 
use of a regenerator introduces three perfor- 
mance parameters to the cycle; namely, ef- 
fectiveness, pressure drop, and leakage. 
7 
686-042-60 
P72652-8 
Figure 35. AGTlOl Regenerator Core, 
Seals, and Drive System. 
Regenerator leakage arises from small 
gaps occurring between the seal shoe and the 
rotating core, and between the regenerator 
seal diaphragms and the housing. Leakage also 
results from carryover of compressed air as 
the core passes mder the crossarm seals and 
diaphragm cooling air. Carryover loss cannot 
be eliminated, even with perfect seals, but is 
minimized by careful selection of core geome- 
try and rotational speed. 
The influence of leakage and effectiveness 
on design point SFC and specific power is 
depicted in Figure 36. It is evident that more 
leakage can be tolerated with higher effec- 
tiveness. However, core size increases rapidly 
as the desired effectiveness approaches unity, 
and the resulting increase in seal perimeter 
leads to  still more leakage. 
Ford Motor Company has made steady pro- 
gress in reducing static leakage in regenerator 
seals from the initial Phase 111 seals (1982) to 
the latest Phase VI seals (1986). These im- 
provements are shown in Figure 37. Due to 
program timing, the Phase VA seals were 
selected for the SAGT-1A power section; how- 
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Figure 36. Regenerator Characteristics 
Strongly Influence Cycle Performance. 
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Figure 37. Regenerator Seal Development 
Continues to Reduce Leakage and 
Sensitivity. 
ever, the option of retrofitting the regenera- 
tor with Phase VI seals is available for 
improved perf or mance. 
3.2.4.2 Core Configuration 
The core is a flat disk, 3.3 inches (83.8 
mm) thick, that contains a finite number of 
axial flow passages and rotates slowly between 
ceramic-coated face seals. The axial flow 
passages are composed of cells (sinusoidal) 
characterized by wall thicknesses of 0.0025 
inch (0.0635 mm) and hydraulic diameters of 
0.023 inch (0.6 mm). 
The development effort at  Ford screened a 
variety of materials and ultimately focused on 
three ceramic matrix materials, with feasibil- 
i ty studies conducted on a fourth. This exten- 
sive development effort concluded that for 
core-matrix temperature operation to 2000F 
(1093C), two candidate core-matrix materials, 
aluminum silicate (AS) and magnesium alumin- 
um silicate (MAS), are acceptable. Further, 
these materials are virtually impervious to 
chemical attack in a turbine exhaust gas 
environment as demonstrated in the Ford- 
Regenerator Core Durability Program (Ref- 
erences 1 and 2). 
The selected regenerator core for the 
SAGT-1A is a Corning AS material fabricated 
by the corrugation process. 
3.2.4.3 Elastomer Bond Joint 
Design of the ring gear that is bonded to 
the regenerator matrix by an elastomer joint 
involves two key considerations, namely, 
elastomer operating temperature and compli- 
ancy. The AGT analytically predicted elasto- 
mer temperatures at  576F (302C) are lower 
than those of the Ford 707 engine at  650F 
(3436). Experience indicates this elastomer 
has had no difficulty in the AGT thermal 
environment. Figure 38 shows the configur- 
ation selected to optimize compliance, again 
based on prior Ford experience. 3-D finite- 
element stress analysis of the AS regenerator 
outer rim indicates that the lower radial 
modulus of rupture (MOR) of this material in 
compression requires the higher compliance 
elastomer design. 
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Figure 38. Elastomer-Bonded Ring Gear 
Configuration Optimizes Compliance. 
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3.2.4.4 Mount and Drive 
6BW42-67 
The regenerator mounting and drive system 
is a derivative of the Ford 707 engine support 
system. Support roller locations have been 
optimized as shown in Figure 39, based on the 
interacting forces of the system as well as on 
ring gear flexure. 
1 
3.2.4.5 Regenerator Seals 
TORQUE = 200 FT-LB (271 N-M] 
WT = 20 LB 19.1 KGJ 
FR = GEAR SEPARATING FORCE = 86 LB 1383 Nl 
Fy = 6EAR ORlVlNG FORCE = 239 LB 11063 Nl 
F1 = PERIPHERAL SEAL REACTION FORCE 80 LB 1356 NI 
Fp = CROSSARM SEAL REACTION FORCE 48 LB 1214 1 
Fs = SPRING ROLLER FORCE 50 LB 1222 N] 
FF = FIXE0 ROLLER FORCE = 110 LB 1489 NJ 
F~ = PINION ROLLER FORCE = 24s LB limo NJ 
The regenerator seal design was directed 
by the centerline combustor engine design. 
The seals wrap around the hub opening on the 
"hot" and "cold" sides of the regenerator as 
shown in Figure 40. The low-pressure (LP) 
side of the seals separates the compressor 
flow from the turbine exhaust flow through 
the core and in the bore areas. The high- 
pressure (HP) side of the seals sees a much 
smaller pressure differential from compressor 
flow to regenerator discharge flow, but adds 
the leakage path from regenerator discharge 
to the bore opening. 
Figure 40 also presents a cross section of 
the regenerator seals showing the flexible 
diaphragms and loading spring. The flexible 
diaphragms offer excellent compliance with 
the mating part and the seal shoe. The 
Figure 39. Regenerator Support Roller 
Locations Minimize Fixed Roller Loading. 
" C  
COLD SEAL HOT SEA1 
SEALING DIAPHRAGMS ~~,~~ 
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nn~14z.w 
Figure 40. SAGT-1A Regenerator Seal 
Configuration with Cross Section of 
Phase VA Seals. 
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diaphragms are forced against the mating 
parts by increasing pressure to improve their 
sealing ability, and are used to load the wear 
and primary sealing surface (the shoe coating 
surface) against t h e  regenerator core. These 
Phase VA seals are the configuration used in 
the SAGT-1A. Work is continuing at Ford to 
improve these seals. Phase VI seals are now 
available for retrofit to improve engine per- 
formance. 
In addition, AGTlOl development with 
respect to the regenerator system is continu- 
ing in the following areas: 
0 Elimination of the hot seal to allow the re- 
generator core t o  seal directly against the 
flow separator housing. Leakage, drive 
torque, and wear characteristics of candi- 
date coatings on the flow separator housing 
are being investigated. 
0 Minimizing distortion in the metal exhaust 
housing cover by cooling the inner peri- 
phery and/or installing a ceramic insert 
into the exhaust housing to effect a sealing 
surface that is more thermally stable. 
3.2.4.6 Seal Coatings 
An extensive evaluation of seal substrate 
temperatures, involving projections for seals 
at  2000F (1093C) gas side core temperatures, 
was performed on a Ford 707 engine system. 
The test provided temperature data for all 
critical seal locations and was the basis for 
the seal-coating selections cited in Table 9. 
Table 9. Regenerator Seal Materials and Processes. 
Approximate I (Btreme) 
I Item I TemD.P(C) 
I I h e r s e a l  
A. Highpressure 
"C" shoe 
B. Lowpressure 
"C" shoe 
C. Cmssarm 
D. Peripheral Static 
SeaVLoading 
Sprm 
Static Seal 
E. Crossarm 
1 outerseal 
A. Lowpressure 
"C" shoe 
500 (260) 
500 (260) 
1300 (704) 
500 (260) 
500 (260) 
Potential 
Material 
Substrate: 430 CRBS 
Coatirg: I85 
Substrate: 430CRJ.B 
Coam. 185 
Substrate: IN601 
Retainer: INCOIISO 
Diaphragms: INCOx750 
Sprirgs: INCOrl50 
Retainer: INCoil50 
Coating: I112 
Diaphragms: waspalloy 
Sprirgs: w = m w  
Substrate: 430 CRIB 
Coati=. I85 
Substrate: 430 CRES 
Coat-. I85 
PrOCeSS 
Application 
Photoetch 
Plasma Spray 
coating 
Plasma Spray 
Coatiqj 
Plasma Spray 
Coatiqj 
Plasma Spray 
Coatiqj 
Plasma Spray 
Coating 
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3.2.5 Structural Design backshroud, and exhaust housing (see Figure 
42), all constructed of cast ductile iron per 
Thermal and stress analyses were per- ASTM A536. Results of the analyses are 
described in the paragraphs that follow. formed on major structural components, and 
included testing at both steady-state and 
transient operation. Figure 4 1  shows t h e  
associated static pressure distribution for 
maximum power. Temperature and stresses 
were calculated at  several different times 
during the transient to determine peak magni- 
tudes as a function of time. 
3.2.5.1 Housing Designs 
The major metallic structures analyzed 
were the compressor housing, compressor 
PRESSURES SHOWN ARE IN PSlA [KPa] 
.66.0 14541 
&2;/ I 
69.3 14771 . ,  
686442-74 
Figure 41. Static Pressure Distribution at 
Maximum Power Used for Stress Analysis. I 
3.2.5.2 Compressor Housing 
As shown in Figure 42, the compressor 
housing is subjected to internal pressurization 
and axisymmetric blow-off loads acting over 
the lower half of the exhaust housing/com- 
pressor housing bolt flange. Maximum power 
pressure forces were used for this analysis. 
Fourier series loads were used to obtain the 
axisymmetric loading profiles. 
8 - 0  
BLOW-OFF LOA0 
ZF = 11,810 18 152.500 Nl 
ALL ANGLES IN OEGREES 
686-042-75 
Figure 42. Compressor Housing Free-Body 
Diagram Showing Pressures and Exhaust 
Housing Blow-Off Load. 
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During the structural deflection analysis, 
external ribs (Figure 43) were added to reduce 
housing deflections and regenerator distortions 
(Figure 44). 
n = RAOIUS EXTERNAL 
I = THICKNESS RIBS AT 
R = 6.4 IN. 1163 MMl 
---9 A n , :  I Y  
I = 0.400 IN. 
110.2 MMl 
I = 0.400 IN. 
(10.2 MMI 
EXTERNAL RIBS 
ALL ANGLES IN OEGREES 
666.042-76 
Figure 43, Compressor Housing Deflections 
Were Decreased with the Addition of 
External Ribs. 
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SHAPE 
Figure 44. Compressor Housing 
Deflections Are Reduced. 
3.2.5-3 Cpmpressor Backshroud 
The compressor backshroud was analyzed 
at maximum power conditions to determine 
foil bearing surface deflections. The back- 
shroud is restrained from axial movement at 
the outer bolt circle and is free to radially 
deflect. As shown in Figure 45, deflection at 
the foil bearing surface is approximately 0.003 
inch '(0.076 mm), which is considered accept- 
able. No stress or thermal problems are 
anticipated. 
3.2.5.4 Exhaust Housing 
Optimization of regenerator pocket dimen- 
sional control is critical to engine perfor- 
mance. This optimization includes the com- 
pressor housing deflection analysis (see para- 
graph 3.2.5.2 above), the flow separator hous- 
ing support, and the exhaust housing. Figure 
46 presents the 3-D finite element model of 
the exhaust housing. Utilizing ribs as effec- 
tive stiffeners for deflection control, the 
exhaust housing deflections are minimized. 
Figure 47 summarizes the exhaust housing 
deflections. No thermal or stress problems 
are anticipated. 
3-2.6 Foil Bearing Design 
The bearing supporting the turbine end of 
the rotor is a hydrodynamic design requiring 
no external air supply for operation (except 
for foil carrier cooling air). Consequently, the 
bearing must generate a gas film at as low a 
speed as possible to minimize starting power 
and foil wear during the start-stop cycle. This 
film-generation speed must also be compatible 
with a stable gas film over operating speeds, 
loads, and temperatures. 
The normal bearing operating load was 
calculated to be 3 pounds (13 N). The foil 
bearing was designed to also withstand gyro- 
scopic bearing loads resulting from test 
vehicle maneuvers, as well as short-duration 
6-g shock loads. 
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Figure 45. Compressor Backshroud Thermal Stress and Deflections Are Acceptable. 
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Figure 46. 3-D Finite Element Model  
of the Exhaust Housing. 
3.2.7 Bearing and Seal Design 
The high-speed pinion bearing and floating 
ring seals are shown in Figure 48. The pinion 
bearing is a 0.59-inch (15-mm) 202 series ball 
bearing designed to carry a maximum predic- 
ted radial load of 9 pounds (40 N) and a thrust 
load of approximately 35 pounds (156 N) at 
100,000 rpm. 
The bearing was  designed to  meet the 
following design conditions: 
0 Speed: 55,000 to 100,000 rpm 
0 Radial loads: 9.5 to 41 pounds (42 to 
0 Thrust loads: 70 to  250 pounds (311 to 
0 Life: 3900 hours - variable speed and load 
182 N) 
1112 N) 
0 Lubricant: automotive transmission fluid 
(ATF) 
0 Lubricant Temperature: 100 to  250F (38 
to 121C) 
The high-speed ring seal assembly (see Fig- 
ure 49) consists of two floating carbon rings 
designed to  permit flow of buffer air between 
the carbon elements. 
Bearing component details are summarized 
in Table 10. 
3.3 Performance Calculations 
The calculations to predict PCA electrical 
power output are based on extensive GTEC 
experience with gas turbine performance anal- 
ysis. The basic program used is a GTEC- 
developed computer program called PSPROC, 
which synthesizes separate models of different 
gas turbine engine configurations. The model 
used for t h e  SAGT-1A analysis is a regene- 
rated, single-shaft gas turbine with no load 
compressor. This model is modified for the 
particular engine operating conditions and the 
external combustor (Sanders receiver), in 
series with the fuel combustion chamber, to 
make it useful for analyzing the solarized 
version of the AGT101. Next ,  the parasitic 
losses are applied (simple adder in negative 
direction) to the aerodynamic power calcu- 
lated by the program. Finally, the losses 
resulting from converting engine mechanical 
power to  electrical power are assessed and the 
calculation is completed. 
3.3.1 Engine Performance 
The engine performance analysis starts 
with an engine model of the AGT101, known as 
AGT TCM. This computer program uses the 
familiar thermodynamic laws to calculate the 
inlet and exit state points for each aero- 
dynamic component of the engine (compressor, 
turbine, combustor, and regenerator). I t  in- 
corporates actual component performance 
maps (Figures 33 and 34), and applies multi- 
pliers to account for differences between the 
impeller/shroud clearance in the test engine 
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Figure 47. Exhaust Housing Regenerator Header Seal Gap Growth. 
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Figure 48. High-speed Pinion Bearing 
and Floating Ring Seals. 
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Figure 49. High-speed Ring Seal Assembly. 
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Table 10. Pinion Bearing Component Detail. 
Inner Ring 
Material - SAE 52100 Steel-Rc 58-64 
Bore - 0.5904-0.5906 in, (15 mm) 
Width - 0.525-0.535 in. (13.42 mm) 
Race Depth - 24 min % of B d R o l l e r  
Diameter 
Race Curvature - 51.6-52.4% of BWRol le r  
Diameter 
Separator Pilot Land to Groove Runout - 
TIR, 0,0005 in. (0.0127 mm) 
Separator 
Material - SAE 4340 Steel-Rc 34-38 
Outer Ring 
Material - SAE 52100 Steel-Rc 58-64 
OD - 1.3778-1.3780 in. (35 mm) 
Width - 0,4281-0.4331 in. (11 mm) 
Race Depth - 16 min % of BaWRoller 
Diameter 
Race Curvature - 50.6-51.4% of BaWRoller 
Diameter 
Separator Pilot Land to Groove Runout - 
TIR, 0.0005 in, (0.0127 mm) 
Rolling Elements 
Material - SAE 52100 Steel-Rc 58-64 
Silver Plated, 0.001 in. (0,0254 mm) 
Thick per AMS 2410 
Elements per Row - 10 
Element Diameter - 0.25 in. (6.35 mm) 
I I Construction - Machined 
Assembly - One Piece 
Pilot Surface - Outer Ring Lands 
Pilot Clearance - 0.010-0.016 in, 
(0.254-0.406 mm) 
versus the optimum clearance used to gener- 
ate the compressor performance map. The 
program assesses heat losses between compo- 
nents and s ta t ic  structures based on calcula- 
tions for the specific insulations used. I t  also 
estimates leakage flows and i terates on these 
flows to  find the best match with measured 
gas temperatures. The schematic of internal 
engine leakage is presented in Figure 50; the 
complexity of the many leakage paths and the 
extreme difficulty of trying t o  experimentally 
determine the leakage through each area are 
evident from this figure. 
The parameters input t o  the program are 
the following: 
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0 Ambient Air Temperature (Tcell) 
0 Ambient Air Pressure (PBAR) 
0 Engine Speed (Ne) 
0 
0 Fuel Type [to ensure use of the  correct 
Inlet Guide Vane Angle (IGV) 
lower heating value (LHV)] 
The values assigned t o  these parameters 
for the test case are listed below: 
Tee11 = l l l F  (43.9C) 
0 
N e  = 90,290 rpm 
0 IGV= 0 degree 
0 Fuel Type = JP-4 with LHV of 18,700 
PBAR = 14.065 psia (96.9 kPa) 
Btu/lb (43,550 kJ/kg) 
i 
t 
L 
t I 
Figure 50. Complex Regenerator Leakage 
Model Is Required in Computer Engine 
Simulation. 
Program output for this test case is shown 
in Figure 51, which can be compared with 
results of an actual engine test as described in 
Section 4.1.2. 
The system performance analysis addresses 
the loss resulting from conversion of thermal 
input power to mechanical power at the engine 
output gear, as well as a series of subsequent 
mechanical and power conversion losses, as 
shown in Figure 53. The gearbox loss was 
measured in a bench test; the belt-drive and 
generator efficiencies were based on data pro- 
vided by the suppliers of this equipment; and 
the regenerator drive power was estimated 
based on the nominal drive torque in the range 
in which it operates. Figure 53 shows the 
estimated design point performance at 72.7 
kW thermal input. Figure 54 presents the 
estimated performance for the test at Sandia. 
3.4 Support System Design 
The electrical and electronic support sys- 
tems described herein assure safe starts and 
controlled operation of the SAGT-1A PCA. 
The central part of these systems is the full- 
authority electronic control unit (ECU) shown 
connected to the electrical equipment in Fig- 
ure 55, The electrical cables and harnesses 
connect the PCA to the enclosure and then to 
the control panel. In addition, the PCA is 
monitored by an extensive instrumentation 
network to assess operation of the engine and 
receiver and initiate automatic shutdowns in 
response to any out-of-limit conditions, 
3.4.1 Electronic Control System 
As a full-authority control unit, the ECU 
operates the relays and solenoids to accom- 
plish the following8 
3.3.2 System Performance 
0 Engage the start motor 
Based on the engine performance predic- 
tions described in the previous section, addi- 
tional losses experienced by the system are 
calculated. These system losses include re- 
ceiver and conversion losses occurring 
between the mechanical output of the engine 
and the electrical output of the induction 
motodgenerator. Figure 52 depicts the var- 
ious system losses. Sanders Associates sup- 
plied the data on thermal and pressure losses 
in the receiver system and thermal input into 
the engine duct at the interface. 
0 Turn on ignition and fuel for light-off 
0 Open the variable inlet guide vanes (VIGVs) 
to produce power 
0 Control the fuel flow to hold the turbine 
inlet temperature (T4.1) at the selected 
value 
0 Close the VIGVs to hold T4.1 at the 
selected value 
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Figure 51. Computer Model Cycle Schematic. 
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The ECU also executes a shutdown (S/D) by 
de-energizing the fuel solenoid and the  purge- 
air solenoid, which blows the fuel out of the 
fuel nozzle to prevent coking. This S/D se- 
quence is triggered automatically when the 
ECU recognizes any of the following faults: 
no light-off within 15 seconds, low oil pres- 
sure, high oil temperature, engine overspeed, 
or overtemperature. 
The ECU logic diagram is shown in Figure 
56. The parameters in the left-hand column 
are operator command inputs and sensor in- 
puts; the parameters in the right-hand column 
are the ECU outputs to the relays, solenoids, 
and torquemotor. 
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Figure 53. SAGT-1A Design Point Performance. 
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Figure 54. Predicted SAGT-1A Performance at Sandia. 
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Figure 55. Electrical Enclosure Components. 
The following logic statements are in- 
tended to clarify the control functions of the 
ECU. 
a) The starter is turned on when both of the 
following conditions occur: 
1) Start switch is high (on) and low oil 
pressure (LOP) switch is low after 2- 
second delay. 
2) No shutdown (S/D) signal is present. 
b) The solar receiver door (RCVR) is opened 
when both of the conditions cited above (a1 
and a2) occur. 
c )  The atomizer purge solenoid is activated 
when: 
1) The BURN ENABLE signal is low or 
shut down, and engine speed is equal to 
or greater than 8 percent. (The 
solenoid is shut off 10 seconds later.) 
NOTE: The BURN ENABLE signal is 
high when in fuel mode only. 
d) The fuel solenoid is turned on when all of 
the following conditions occur: 
1) In fuel mode. 
2) Two-second delay has elapsed. 
3) Shutdown circuit has not been acti- 
vated. 
NOTE: Start fuel flow is calculated 
using the equation 
e) The fuel solenoid is shut off when: 
1) The BURN ENABLE signal is low wi th  
no time delay. 
f)  The fuel pump is started when both of the 
following conditions occur: 
1) In fuel mode. 
2) Shutdown circuit has not been acti- 
vated. 
g) The ignitor is turned on when both of the 
following conditions occur: 
1) In fuel mode. 
2) Shutdown circuit has not been acti- 
vated. 
h) The ignitor is shut off when any one of the 
following conditions occurs: 
1) Ten seconds have elapsed since fuel 
mode was activated, speed is greater 
than 75 percent, and T3.5 is greater 
than 500F (260C). 
2) Shutdown circuit has been activated. 
3) Fuel mode was not selected. 
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i) The 0-degree IGV position is held when all 
of the following conditions occur: 
1) In fuel mode. 
2) The BURN ENABLE signa 
seconds. 
is high for 2 
3) The manual override is set at less than 
5 degrees. 
NOTE: The 60-degree IGV position is 
vanes closed. 
j) The 20-degree IGV position is selected 
when: 
1) The fuel solenoid is turned on. 
k) The IGVs are modulated by the closed-loop 
temperature control when both of the fol- 
lowing conditions occur: 
1) The fuel mode has been turned off. 
2) Two seconds have elapsed since activa- 
tion of the starter. 
NOTE: The temperature error of T5.1 or 
T4.1, whichever is higher, is 
operated on by an integral and 
proportional controller which 
opens the IGVs if either T5.1 or 
T4.1 is too high. 
1) The fuel control is modulated by the 
closed-loop control when: 
1) In fuel mode only. 
NOTE: The temperature error of T5.1 or 
T4.1, whichever is higher, is 
acted on by an integral and pro- 
portional controller which 
changes fuel flow to maintain 
set-point temperature. When- 
ever the fuel flow is on the max- 
imum or minimum schedules, the 
integrater is held to a fixed out- 
put. 
m) The shutdown circuit is activated when any 
one or more of the following conditions 
occur: 
Fifteen seconds have elapsed since 
flame-out began. (Flame-out occurs 
when T4.1 is less than T3.5 + 100 and 
the fuel solenoid is on.) 
Both the high oil temperature and start 
switches are ON. 
The start switch is ON and low oil 
pressure has been high for 9 seconds. 
The start switch is ON and the T5.1 or 
T4.1 temperature error is greater than 
200F (95C). 
Engine speed exceeds 95,000 rpm. 
The engine is overloaded, Le., speed has 
exceeded 75 percent, start sequence 
has been completed, and engine speed 
falls below 70 percent. 
Electrical Systems 
The electrical systems for starting and 
operating the PCA are contained in three 
major pieces of equipment: the control panel 
(Figure 18), the electrical enclosure (Figure 
19), and the PCA (Figure 3). The wiring 
diagrams for these components are defined in 
GTEC drawings SKP4745, 305435, and 305437, 
respectively . 
The major equipment is interconnected 
with cables. A 120-foot (36.6-meter) cable 
connects the electrical enclosure and the PCA 
harnesses. There are separate cables for sen- 
sor/control functions and power extraction 
(utility grid connection). The cables reach 
from the enclosure housed on the alidade (the 
support base for the TBC which rotates with 
the parabolic solar dish) up the structure to 
the dish focal point support for the PCA. Pin 
connectors at the ends of the cables attach to 
the mating connectors on the PCA. A 360- 
foot (1 10-meter) cable connects the electrical 
enclosure with the control panel. 
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3.4.3 Instrumentation 
The power section and receiver are instru- 
mented adequately to allow comparison of 
each major component's performance with the 
computer model (described in Section 3.3.1) 
and previous test results. The instrumentation 
locations are shown in Figures 57 and 58 for 
the power section and receiver, respectively. 
Table 11 lists the parameters of system instru- 
mentation, together with identifying numbers, 
symbols, ranges, and units. 
TURBINE SHAFT lOTlON 
EQUALLY SPACEDI 
12 LOCATIONS. 90 OEGREES APART1 
Power section speed, temperatures, and 
pressures are for monitoring performance, 
while shaft and rotor motion are for monitor- 
ing the rotor dynamic health of t h e  high-speed 
engine rotor. Lubricant and thrust washer 
temperatures are monitored to assure ade- 
quate lubricant cooling and to verify oil- 
thrust-bearing power loss. Generator electri- 
cal parameters of power, current, voltage, and 
frequency are used to monitor net output and 
proper interconnection with the utility grid. 
Receiver pressures and temperatures are used 
for estimating effectiveness, pressure losses, 
and thermal input into the engine. 
'3.8 
Figure 57. SAGT-1A Power Section Figure 58. SAGT-1A Receiver 
Instrument at ion Locat ions. Instrumentation Locations. 
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Table 11. System Test Instrumentation. 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
1 
5 
51 
548 
148 
185 
208 
256 
299 
401 
601 
701 
801 
2501 
3506 
3507 
4326 
5101 
5201 
5301 
5401 
5555 
through 
5566 
5701 
6001 
6002 
6003 
)ata B 
2 
Lemr 
3 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
- 
Number Parameter  
I 6010 
Engine speed 
Barometric Pressure 
IGV Position 
Comp Disch Pressure 
Comp Disch Temperature  
Hegen Disch Temp (HP) 
Turbine Met Temperature  
Regen lnlet Temp (LP) 
Exhaust Gas Temperature  
Engine Met Temperature  
Turbine Shaf t  Motion 
Thrust Rotor Motion 
Fuel Command 
Thrust Washer Temperature  
Oil Inlet Temperature  
Oil Out  Temperature  
Scavenge Temperature  
Receiver Met Pressure 
Receiver Pressure Drop 
Receiver lnlet Temp 
Receiver Exit Temperature  
Solar Panel Temperature  
Receiver Flange Temp 
Generator Power 
Generator Current  
Generator Voltage 
Generator Frequency 
*Data System 
1. Data  Logger 
2. Control Panel Meter 
3. A n a l o g c h a r t  
4. oscillw 
 
Symbol 
NE 
p2.0 
WGV 
p3.0 
T3.0 
T3.5 
T4.1 
T5.1 
T6.0 
T2.O 
SMTB 
SMTR 
PULC 
TWOD 
TOILl 
TOIL0 
SCOT 
p3.7 
T3.7 
DPREC 
T3.8 
TSOLP 
THECP 
WATTS 
GENA 
GBNV 
GENP 
No. of 
SensOrS 
a 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 Avg. 
1 
3 Avg. 
1 
4 (2) 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
5 (2 Avg) 
5 (2 Avg) 
12 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Ranrre 
0-100 
13-16 
0-103 
0-50 
0-500 
0-2000 
0-2000 
0-2000 
0-1000 
0-100 
0-5 
0-5 
0-100 
0-500 
0-500 
0-500 
0-500 
0-500 
0-10 
0-2000 
0-2000 
0-2000 
0-500 
f25 
f250 
0-500 
0-100 
Units 
h e m  
pia 
percent 
w i g  
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
P 
mils 
mils 
percent 
P 
P 
P 
P 
wig 
in.H2O 
P 
P 
P 
P 
kW 
amps 
volts 
Hz 
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4.0 DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS 
The SAGT-1A test program comprised two 
phases: engine or power section testing, and 
power conversion assembly (PCA) or system 
testing. These tests and the results are des- 
cribed in this section. Also included herein is 
a discussion of the metal engine character- 
ization test (a program milestone), since the 
SAGT-1A test program was closely linked to 
the AGTlO1 program. In fact, the decision to 
go ahead with the SAGT-1A test program 
followed the successful completion of the 
characterization test. 
4.1 Power Section Test Results 
The total test history of the S/N 003 power 
section is summarized below: 
Test 
SAGT Power Section 
SAGT-1A System 
AGTlOl Engine 
Total of all Builds 
of S/N 003 Power 
Section 
Hours 
6.8 
11.0 
100.2 
118.0 
starts 
32 
29 
212 -
333 
This total experience represents a relative- 
ly mature engine (for a nonproduction class 
engine) and indicates a readiness for testing on 
the solar test bed concentrator (TBC). 
4.1.1 M e t a l  Engine Characterization Test 
The metal engine characterization test was 
completed on Build 48B of the S/N 003 power 
section in January 1985. Performance was 
measured at various speeds and variable inlet 
guide vane (VIGV) positions as defined in Table 
12. During this test, the engine accumulated 
5.6 hours and 4 starts. 
Table 12. Performance Measured to 
Complete M e t a l  Engine Characterization. 
Data 
Point 
Speed,* 
rpm 
70,000 
80,000 
80,000 
80,000 
80,000 
90,000 
95,000 
**200 rpm 
***2 degrees 
VIGV Position,** 
degrees 
0 
0 
20 
40 
60 
0 
0 
4.1.1.1 M e t a l  Engine Configuration 
Build 47 test results indicated excessive 
leakage in several engine sealing areas. These 
areas are shown in Figure 59. Improvements 
to reduce leakage were made in all areas 
except the flipper seals and exhaust housing 
"C" seal, these last two areas having already 
exhibited very low leakage rates. The regen- 
erator seals were improved by Ford as part of 
its planned development program (see Figure 
37). When the Phase VA seals became 
available, they showed a significant improve- 
ment at pressure simulating 80,000 rpm. 
These data are plotted in Figure 60, along 
with data resulting from the other improve- 
ments. The foil-bearing leakage was reduced 
by adding a baffle adjacent to the bearing on 
the upstream side. This baffle is a thin shim, 
0.005 in. (0.127 mm) thick, with a radial 
clearance to the shaft equal to its thickness. 
I t  is piloted in the foil-bearing carrier to keep 
i t  centered relative to the shaft. The baffle is 
shown installed in the engine in Figure 61. 
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Figure 59. Seal Leakage Areas Were 
Individually Tested. 
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Figure 60. S/N 003 Build 48B Engine 
Leakage Improvements Were Measured. 
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/ 
FOIL BEARING 
Figure 61. Foil Bearing Baffle W a s  
Installed to Reduce Leakage. 
The piston rings were also modified with a 
sheet-metal insert. The split line of each of 
the three rings creates leakage areas as shown - 
(shaded) in Figure 62. A Hastelloy-X insert 
was installed in the ring to cover the split-line 
gap. With this insert installed, the leakage 
rate decreased to 1.5 percent. 
With these sealing areas improved, the 
engine was built per AGTlOl assembly drawing 
PA36 101 10. 
4.1.1.2 Test Results 
Performance was measured at 70,000, 
80,000, 90,000, and 95,000 rpm with the IGV 
position at 0 degree; measurements were also 
made at variable IGV positions (20, 40, and 60 
degrees) at 80,000 rpm (Data Points 3, 4, and 5 
in Table 12). 
LEAKAGE AREAS 
[PRESENT OESlGNl 
[INSERT LEN6THl 
688042-04 
5 * O l  COMPUTER MOOEL I AT 13Jb LEAKAGE 
10 'L COMPUTER MOOEL AT 20% LEAKAGE 
- 1  I I I I 1 
50 ea 70 80 90 i o 0  
ENGINE SPEED. RPM x 103 
688442-95 
Figure 63. Engine Performance as a 
Function of Speed. 
Figure 62. Piston Ring Seal Showing 
Added Inserts at Split Line to Decrease! 
10- 14- 
-akage. 
3 The drag torque applied to the hydraulic 
load motor was  measured at each operating 
condition. The resulting net power output is E 
plotted as a function of engine speed in Figure 
63 and as a function of IGV position in Figure 
64. 
= 8- 
5 6- 
4.1.1.3 Anal-is Of  Results 
To calculate the aerodynamic power output 
(neglecting losses) for comparison with the 
computer performance model, the parasitic 
losses were measured and are shown in Figure 
65. Figure 66(a) shows the total parasitic 
losses versus speed. This curve represents a 
summation of the five curves shown in Figure 
65. Adding the power-train loss [Figure 66(b)] 
to  the measured output yields bare engine 
power, Le., the power available at the high- 
speed output gear of the engine (the input to 
the gearbox). 
TEST CONOITIONS 
SPEED = 80.ooO RPM 
TAME = MF 12ocI 
PAMB = 14.2 PSI 198 KPa] 
T4.1 = 16OOF [871CI 
2 
0 10 20 30 40 5 0 8 0  
IGV ANGLE, DEGREES 
611644248 
Figure 64. Engine Performance as a 
Function of IGV Position. 
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Figure 65. Parasitic Lapses Versus 
Engine Speed Were Measured. 
Adding the power loss from the curve in 
Figure 66(a) to  the dynamometer-measured 
power output yields a Itmeasured" aerodynamic 
power to compare with the computer modeling 
results. Comparison of these values at 70,000, 
80,000, and 90,000 rpm (i200 rpm) is shown in 
Table 13. The instrumentation locations 
referenced in Table 13 are shown in Figure 57. 
Component efficiencies at these operating 
conditions are plotted on the performance 
maps in Figures 67 and 68. 
The comparisons show excellent agreement 
between the computer model and the test 
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Figure 66. Parasitic Power Losses 
Were Determined Between Aero and 
Dynamometer (a) and Back to the 
Engine Output Gear (b). 
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Figure 67. Engine S/N 003 Build 48B 
Compressor Performance (updated 
corrected flows). 
results, except for the noted bad re dings 
(Table 13). The thermocouple measuring 
T3.5 was inspected a f te r  the test, and a 
secondary junction was found at the connector 
outside the engine. This would cause "averag- 
ing" to occur between the ambient tempera- 
tu re  and the internal engine temperature, 
which explains the significantly lower tem- 
peratures in the test data as compared with 
those for  the computer model. 
Table 14 compares component leakage 
measured for  pretest cold s ta t ic  state with 
component leakage estimated by the computer 
model for  hot operating engine, all at 80,000- 
rpm pressures. Examination of the da ta  re- 
veals that predicted hot-engine leakage is sig- 
nificantly higher than measured cold-static 
leakage, indicating that the thermal and/or 
pressure distortion of the housings with the 
sealing surfaces causes increased leakage. 
4.1.2 SAGT Power Section Performance Test 
The AGTlOl power section, S/N 003, was 
reconfigured to the SAGT configuration with 
the addition of an  external flow loop in series 
with the combustor. The engine is shown set 
up in the test cell in Figure 69. The special 
test duct, STE276075, was used to simulate 
the expected pressure drop that the regenera- 
tor discharge flow will experience through the 
Sanders solar receiver before i t  reenters the 
combustor. In addition, the effects  of reduced 
compressor and turbine clearances on SAGT 
performance were measured. A total of 21 
starts and 3.1 hours of run t ime were accu- 
mulated in this power section test. 
The power section was then installed on 
the PCA for  system testing as described in 
paragraph 4.2.1. 
4.1.2.1 SAGT Configuration 
The engine test configuration designated 
Build 49 included all of the features tested in 
Build 48B. These features included: 
0 The baseline "6+ltt foil bearing from the 
motoring tests, Builds 45 and 46 
0 The Phase VA regenerator seals 
0 The baffle, P/N PA3610675-1, installed up- 
stream of the foil bearing to reduce leak- 
age 
0 The sheet-metal insert installed on each of 
the three piston rings t o  block leakage at 
the  split line 
In addition, certain changes were made t o  
Build 48B for this SAGT-1A application. 
These modifications of the rotating group and 
combustor ducting are described below: 
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Table 14. Component Leakage Compared Between Measured Cold Static 
and Estimated Hot Operating Engine (all data for 80,000-rpm pressures). 
Component 
Piston Rings 
Foil Bearing 
Flipper Seals 
and Overboard 
Regenerator 
Total 
ssstem 
Cold Static 
Test Data, percent* 
1.8 
2.8 
3.1 
4.3 
12 
*Percent of total engine flow. 
**Estimated via computer modeL 
Hot Operating 
Engine Data,** 
percent local flow 
4.5 
1.65 
0.53 
11.5 
18.18 = 17.5* 
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Figure 69. SAGT-1A Power Section Test 
setup 
0 The compressor shroud was set at the mini- 
mum clearance, 11 mils (0.279 mm) within 
adjustment range, This represents a de- 
crease in clearance from Build 48B of 
approximately 4 mils (0.10 mm), which is 
allowable since the speed is limited to 
10,000 rpm less than AGTlOl full speed. 
0 The turbine shroud clearance also was de- 
creased from 45 to 35 mils (11.4 to 
8.9 mm). 
Rotor Clearance Data 
Figure 70 summarizes a typical turbine 
axial clearance transient during a cold start to 
50,000 rpm. Compressor axial, knee, and 
radial clearance data were obtained to 100,000 
rpm. Steady-state turbine and compressor 
data are summarized in Figure 71. This figure 
represents an envelope of observed thermal 
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Figure 70. Typical Turbine Axial 
Clearance Transient for Cold Start. 
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Figure 71. Compressor and Turbine 
Clearance L<#is Due to Thermal Growths. 
closure at steady-state operation. These data 
have been used as the basis for establishing 
the SAGT clearance at  90,000 rpm. The 
clearances were determined as described be- 
low. 
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Compressor Knee 
Test 
Point 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
c 
ThermaVCentrifugal 0.004 in. (0.102 mm) 
Rotor Droop Allowance 0.001 in. (0.025 mm) 
Minimum Running 
Clearance 0.003 in. (0.076 mm) 
sPea* 
rpm 
80,900 
80,900 
80,900 
80,900 
85,500 
85,500 
85,500 
85,500 
90,300 
90,300 
90,300 
Minimum Knee Build 
Dimension 0.008 in. (0.203 mm) 
~ 
VIGV Position,** 
degrees 
0 
20 
40 
70 
0 
20 
40 
70 
0 
20 
40 
Turbine Axial 
Thermal/Centrifugal 0.018 in. (0.457 mm) 
Rotor Droop Allowance 0.003 in. (0.076 mm) 
Worst Transient 0.003 in. (0.076 mm) 
Worst Excursion 0.004 in. (0.102 mm) 
Build Tolerance 0.002 in. (0.051 mm) 
Minimum Running 
Clearance 0.005 in. (0.127 mm) 
Minimum Turbine Axial 
Build Dimension 0.035 in. (0.889 mm) 
The anticipated compressor axial build 
dimension is 0.0125 inch (0.318 mm)--larger 
than the  knee build dimension by 0.0045 inch 
(0.114 mm). This difference is incorporated in 
the  bladehhroud profile such that  when the  
blade knee is touching the shroud, there  exists 
a clearance of approximately 0.004 inch at the 
blade tips. This profile allowance accounts for  
"flowering" of the  wheel due to thermal/cen- 
trifugal effects  (see Figure 28). Build axial 
measurements are based on the knee clear- 
ance. 
As noted above, the minimum compressor 
axial clearance should have been 0.008 inch 
(0.204 mm) at the  knee, plus 0.0045 inch 
(0.114 mm) for "flowering," for a to ta l  of 
0.0125 inch (0.318 mm). The actual measured 
clearance (cold-static) was 0.011 inch 
(0.279 mm); however, the oil-film thrust bear- 
ing develops a 0.001-inch (0.025-mm) thick 
film which increases the compressor (and tur- 
bine) shroud clearance by the same amount, 
for  a total  of 0.012 inch (0.304 mm). This 
results in an estimated minimum running 
clearance of 0.0025 inch (0.063 mm). 
The engine was assembled per Drawing 
PA3610110 and the  associated parts list. The 
external ducts and combustor adapter were 
added as defined in Drawing 3609092. 
4.1.2.2 Test Results 
All but two of the test points shown in 
Table 15 were successfully completed. Test  
Points 4 and 8 (both at the nearly closed IGV 
position) were omitted because they are rep- 
resentative of transient and not steady-state 
conditions. The engine was run at each test- 
point condition long enough to reach steady 
state thermally, or for a minimum of 10 
minutes. Data were recorded every 60 se- 
conds. 
Table 15. SAGT Power Section Test 
Points Cover Range of Planned TBC Tests. 
**SO rpm 
**f2 degrees 
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After the  performance test was successful- 
ly completed, a start test was also run. For 
this test, the speed command w a s  preselected 
to full speed (80,000 to 90,000 rpm), and the  
starter was manually disengaged at approxi- 
mately 55,000 rpm during acceleration to full 
speed. Starts were successfully made t o  
90,000 rpm and IGVs closed t o  as low as 80 
degrees. Because of the anticipated differ- 
ence in the start characteristics of the  hy- 
draulic starter (engine test) that  was disen- 
gaged at 55,000 rpm versus the electric 
motodgenerator (system test) that remains 
engaged continuously, additional testing was 
performed during the  system test t o  evaluate 
engine start characteristics and control 
parameters. 
An overspeed test was also run. The 
electronic control unit (ECU) shut the engine 
down at 94,000 rpm due t o  an overspeed fault. 
This represents a 2-percent error from the  
requested set point (92,000 rpm) for the total  
speed control loop plus the  readout system. 
4.1.2.3 Analysis of Results 
The measured performance data  were input 
t o  the computer model. The results are com- 
pared with the actual measured da ta  in 
Table 16. Good correlation exists for Test 
Point 9, Le., 90,300 rpm and 0-degree IGV 
position (see Table 15). 
Table 17 presents the power output for all 
nine test points. The internal engine losses 
(representing hPAero - hpBare) and external 
losses (representing hPBare - hpDyno) are 
based on the  measured losses presented in 
Figure 66. 
The most significant effect  noted from this 
test is the influence of the  compressor/shroud 
clearance change on compressor efficiency. 
Figure 72 shows the  compressor efficiencies as 
a function of corrected flow for both the  Build 
48B test and this test [Build 49 with a 4-mil 
(0.10-mm) reduction in clearance]. These da ta  
show a 4-point improvement as a result of 
decreasing the  clearance t o  the  levels used in 
the component performance test. 
4.1.3 Power Section Green Runs Prior to 
System Test 
4.1.3.1 Build 50 
After the bearing failure in the  first  sys- 
tem test (Section 4.2.1), the power section was 
rebuilt (Build 50) to the same configuration as 
Build 49, except the combustor adapter duct 
was not installed. Instead the combustor was 
directly mounted to the exhaust housing. 
The engine was run for 42 minutes at 
speeds up t o  90,000 rpm. The proximity 
probes tracking the  turbine shaft  indicated 
excessive synchronous (l/revolution) mot ion 
and the engine was shut down. The analog 
chart trace shown in Figure 73 shows the 
turbine rotor vertical runout, as well  as other 
parameters. The runout parameter read 1.5 
mils (0.038 mm) at 90,000 rpm, which is right 
at the limit. However, the  probe located 90 
degrees from the  one recorded on the analog 
chart  indicated a turbine shaft motion of 2.6 
mils (0.066 mm). Since this is significantly 
higher than the  1.5-mil (0.038-mm) limit, the  
engine was returned t o  assembly and com- 
pletely torn down. 
Teardown did not reveal any problem. A 
closer examination of the  shaft  motion da ta  
indicated that  the  eccentric motion may ac- 
tuallv have been much less. First, the  proxi- 
mity- probe calibration data were plotted (see - 
Figure 74). This plot shows extreme nonline- 
arity, possibly due t o  the  125-foot cable be- 
tween the probe and the amplifier. The slope 
changes by a factor  of 7:l from a gap of 1 to 
17 mils (0.025 to 0.431 mm). This gap can 
vary during the  test by the  shaft  changing 
position and/or t he  probe changing electrically 
as it heats up. 
For these reasons, the  gap was contin- 
uously monitored during the  next test. The d c  
voltage was  recorded on the  tape recorder 
along with the  ac voltage to permit thorough 
reduction of t he  recorded da ta  by adjusting 
the  slope of the  motion (Figure 74 slope) based 
on the  actual gap measured at the  same time 
(the dc  amplitude). 
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Table 16. SAGT-1A Engine Test/Computer Model  Comparison 
of Various Parameters. 
I Fuel Flow, l b h  (e) 
Net Power, hp (kW) 
Gross Power, hp (kW) 
Bare Engine, hp (kW) 
Leakage, percent 
Engine 
Test, 5-15-85 
90,290 
21 
0 
14.065 (96.9) 
48.011 (331) 
111 (43.9) 
407 (208) 
-- 
1022 (550) 
1614 (879) 
-- 
1122 (606) 
509 (263) 
10.56 (7.88) 
20.78 (15.5) 
14.64 (10.92) 
-- 
Computer 
Model  
90,290 
21 
0 
14.065 (96.9) 
49.389 (340) 
111 (43.9) 
425 (218) 
444 (228.8) 
1097 (591) 
1614 (879) 
1187 (642) 
1146 (619) 
514 (267.5) 
14.82 (6.71)  
11.33 (8.46) 
21.70 (16.2) 
15.59 (11.62) 
15.0 
Table 17. SAGT-1A Engine Test/Computer Model Comparison of Power Output. 
Leakage, 
percent 
11.3 
11.3 
11.3 
13.1 
13.1 
13.0 
15.0 
14.9 
14.9 . 
Power Output, 
, - -  
b a r e  hPAero 
(kWB-1 (kWAero) 
12.07 (9.00) 16.67 (12.42) 
11.53 (8.61) 16.13 (12.04) 
10.15 (7.57) 14.75 (11.0) 
13.04 (9.73) 18.29 (13.62) 
12.81 (9.56) 18.06 (13.48) 
10.45 (7.80) 15.70 (11.71) 
14.64 (10.91) 20.78 (15.50) 
14.50 (10.82) 20.64 (15.40) 
11.48 (8.57) 17.62 (13.15) 
8.57 (6.39) 
8.03 (5.99) 
6.65 (4.96) 
9.19 (6.75) 
8.96 (6.68) 
6.6 (4.92) 
10.56 (7.88) 
10.24 (7.65) 
7.22 (5.39) 
Power Output, 
Computer Model 
hPAero (kWAero) 
16.7 (12.47) 
15.6 (11.64) 
14.0 (10.44) 
18.5 (13.80) 
17.4 (12.98) 
15.5 (11.57) 
21.7 (16.18) 
18.5 (13.80) 
17.9 (13.36) 
80,900 
80,900 
80,900 
85,450 
85,500 
85,440 
90,290 
90,340 
90,380 
I I 
0 
20 
40 
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20 
40 
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Figure 72. Compressor/Shroud Clearance Figure 73. Engine S/N 003 Build 50 Rotor 
Effects on Efficiency Are Significant. Motion at Maximum Speed. 
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Figure 74. Horizontal Proximity Probe 
(Turbine Motion) Calibration Curve. 
4.1.3.2 Build 51 
For Build 5 1  of the S/N 003 engine, the t w o  
rotor support bearings were replaced as a 
precautionary measure; neither the foil bear- 
ing nor the ball bearing was damaged in t h e  
previous test of this engine. The objectives of 
this test were to check the rotor dynamic 
signature up to full speed and to check perfor- 
mance at 80,000 to 90,000 rpm. 
The rotor dynamic signature was taken and 
recorded up to 90,000 rpm. The data show 
significantly lower displacement levels than 
those observed for Build 50. Figure 75 plots 
the synchronous and subsynchronous motion of 
the rotor turbine end as a function of speed 
for Build 51. The figure shows the dynamic 
response to be lower than 0.001 inch (0.025 
mm) peak-to-peak (P-P) along the entire speed 
range, except for the first critical rotor 
motion where the displacement peaks a t  
0.0031 inch (0.079 mm). However, this is 
normal behavior and is a transient condition 
0 = THRUST BEARING 
0 = FOIL BEARING SYNCHRONOUS 
0 = FOIL BEARING SUBSYNCHRONOUS 
E 
+- 
om 
OM 1x5 p5 37.5 so as 75 876 im 
Figure 75. Engine S/N 003 Build 51 
Dynamic Response Shows Much Lower 
Displacement Than Build 50. 
during the  start, which does not damage the 
rot odsupport system. 
The other objective--the performance 
check--was not so successful. Performance 
was significantly lower than that observed in 
the previous performance test (Build 49). The 
engine was returned to  assembly and partially 
torn down. During teardown, the exhaust 
housing was found to be significantly distorted 
in the regenerator seal and mounting flange 
areas (see Figure 76). The part measured 
0.009 inch (0.228 mm) out of flat, whereas the 
blueprint tolerance is only 0.002 inch (0,051 
mm). 
of the exhaust housing were remachined to 
conform to the blueprint. 
Consequently, the out-of-flat surfaces . 
4.1.3.3 Build 51A 
After the exhaust housing was remachined 
and ground, inspection indicated the flatness 
of the mounting and sealing surfaces to  be 
0.001 inch (0.025 mm) and 0.0008 inch (0.02 
mm), respectively. The engine was reassem- 
bled, installed in the test cell, and run at 
operating temperature and at speeds of 80,000 
to 90,000 rpm for approximately 30 minutes. 
However, the output power was only 10 per- 
cent higher than that  of Build 51, and was  still 
below the required power. The engine was 
therefore returned to the assembly area for 
modification. 
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Figure 77. Power Section Showing 
Regenerator Seal Locations. 
range, thereby creating the  lowest leakage 
condition possible. 
666-042-108 MOUNTING SURFACE 
Figure 76. Exhaust Housing Distortion. 
4.1.3.4 Build 51B 
The regenerator was suspected to be a 
source of the performance deterioration ob- 
served in Build 51A. Accordingly, the re- 
generator core and the hot and cold seals 
(Figure 77) were replaced for the next test, 
designated Build 51B. The core was replaced 
with a new magnesium-aluminum-silicate 
(MAS) core. In addition, the engine was 
shimmed so tha t  the  regenerator breakaway 
torque was at the high limit of the allowable 
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The engine was tested using the  same para- 
meters as Build 51A. Seven minutes into the  
run, the  regenerator locked up. The monitored - 
power output during the  test was 11.75 hp 
(8.76 kW) at 80,000 rpm. This was approxi- 
mately 12 percent higher than the  Build 48B 
test results and represented a marked im- 
provement over the  previous (Build 51A) test. 
However, partial teardown revealed tha t  the  
regenerator core was cracked in two locations 
and had t o  be replaced. 
4.1.3.5 Build 51C 
The regenerator core tha t  had been in- 
stalled in the engine up t o  and including Build 
51A (made of aluminum silicate) was  rein- 
stalled for Build 51C. Shimming was also 
adjusted t o  decrease regenerator breakaway 
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After reassembly with the reconfigured re- 
generator system, the engine was installed in 
the test cell and tested for 23 minutes at 
speeds of 80,000 and 90,000 rpm. The mea- 
sured power output at these speeds was 7.9 hp 
(5.89 kW) and 12.7 hp (9.47 kW), respectively. 
The engine was then run at lower speeds and 
higher temperatures for 90 minutes in an 
attempt to wear in or glaze the regenerator 
seals. A second performance measurement 
was then taken at the same conditions as the 
first run, Le., higher speeds and lower temper- 
atures. This time, the power output was 9.5 
hp (7.09 kW) and 14.4 hp (10.73 kW) at 80,000 
and 90,000 rpm, respectively. These data  are 
plotted on the performance curve (Figure 78), 
and show that  the data for Build 51C are 
essentially the same as that  for Build 48B. 
The data  for Builds 51A and 51B are also 
presented in Figure 78 for comparison. 
4.2 SyS tern Test Results 
The power conversion assembly (PCA or 
system) test was initiated in June 1985, with 
the Build 49 engine assembled to the PCA as 
shown in Figure 79. SAGT-1A development, 
during which the  PCA was readied for the TBC 
test at Sandia National Laboratory, is sum- 
marized in Table 18. The PCA/system was 
started 29 t imes and accumulated 11 hours of 
running time. The individual tests are dis- 
cussed in the following paragraphs. 
4.2.1 syst em Checkout Test 
Initially, the  engine was motored by en- 
ergizing the startedgenerator t o  determine if 
the speed signal and other engine monitoring 
instrumentation were operational and cor- 
rectly calibrated. Five successful starts were 
made to an engine speed of 55,000 rpm. How- 
ever, visual observation of the belt drive sys- 
t e m  during these starts indicated significant 
deflection in the belt and/or engine support 
structure. This sequence was the first time 
the belt drive system was used to  start t h e  
engine. Belt deflections during engine starting 
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Figure 78. Build 51C Engine Performance 
Achieves Characterization Test Levels. 
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Figure 79. First PCA Test Setup. 
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Ingine Build 
49 
50 
51 
51A 
51B 
51C 
51C 
52 
Table 18. SAGT-1A Development Summary 
Test Results* 
F/B failure; 
turbine and 
compressor 
rub (D107E) 
High vibrations noted 
during accel from 
70 to 9OK rpm (C-102) 
Performance low 
(C-102) 
Performance low 
(C-102) 
Regenerator core 
locked up  (C-102) 
Good run; inter- 
mittent light-offs 
(D-107E) 
Starter overpowered 
Intermittent light- 
offs 
Problem 
~ ~~~ 
Belt vibrations 
transmitted through 
gearbox to engine 
rotor 
Bad instrumentation 
(probe calibrations 
changed) 
High leakage; 
distorted exhaust 
housing 
High leakage 
Regenerator core 
cracked 
Maximum fuel 
schedule 
Contamination in 
air system caused 
high torque in 
foil  bearing 
Fuel control motor 
(poor application 
fo r  selected motor) 
Solution 
Install stabilizer 
bar and move idler 
to start side of 
belt. 
Recalibrate p ~ b e s .  
Remachine exhaust 
housing flat. 
Replace regenerator 
parts (hot and cold 
seals and regen- 
erator core). 
Replace core with 
one from Build 51A. 
Modify maximum 
fuel  schedule. 
Install better air 
filter. 
Replace with 
AGTlOl motor. 
*Test site locations in parentheses; e.g. (DlOIE, Test Cell shown in Figure 79). 
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were transmitted through the  gearbox at the 
gear passing frequencies. The belt vibration is 
transmitted as subsynchronous motion that can 
be observed in the turbine shaft  at the foil 
bearing. This is not a new problem; this rotor 
dynamic configuration showed high sensitivity 
to output shaft  dynamic inputs during the 
AGTlOl development program. 
On the sixth start, which was intended to 
check fuel flow and ignition, the engine at- 
tained a speed of 75,000 rpm. Strip chart 
recordings of t he  last two starts (5 and 6) are 
shown in Figure 80. At 75,000 rpm, the shaft 
motion was significantly higher, and before 
the starter could be disengaged, the foil bear- 
ing failed and a shutdown was executed. The 
engine was removed from the PCA and dis- 
assembled. Teardown revealed a heavily 
rubbed, unserviceable foil bearing, a radial 
turbine shroud rub, and a slight axial com- 
pressor rub. 
5TH START _- ..- . . ._ IOOK RPM - '  - . .  
4.2.1.1 Belt Svstem Development Test 
To isolate the  belt deflection problem 
which was observed in the Build 49 system 
test, a simple belt load/deflection test was 
conducted. The belt motion could have been 
caused by belt deflection and/or by deflection 
of the  engine support structure under the  
increased start load transmitted through the  
belt. 
From the  strip chart data shown in Figure 
80, peak torque can be determined. The 
electric generator/starter peak output is 16 
kW at 5000 rpm. This translates to 340 pounds 
(1513 N) of tensile load in the lower portion of 
the belt (see Figure 81). In the simple belt 
load/deflection test, which puts belt tension 
on both sides of the  pulleys, the  test load must 
be doubled. 
6TH START 
. - __ . , - -,.. ... .-. .... .. . .  . _  ._ ~ , .  . ~ 
L p O--- I t  J-CALIBRATION ERROR I- -25 KW 
I 1 c/ PEAK TOROUE I 
POINT - 
--- I t  J-CALIBRATION I- 
I 1 I 
Figure 80. Strip Chart Recordings of SAGT-1A Engine Motorings. 
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Figure 81. Engine Support Brace and 
Idler Mount Redesign. 
The pulleys and belt were set up in a static 
load test facility as shown in Figure 82. A 
hydraulic load cylinder was used to apply the 
tensile load, and force was measured through a 
load cell. The belt stretch was measured by 
three dial indicators, one at the fixed end and 
t w o  at the free end of the belt. Indicator 
locations are shown in Figures 83 and 84. 
The average deflection for the 509-pound 
(2265-N) applied force was  measured to be 24 
mils (0.609 mm). Consequently, the deflection 
rate was calculated to be 9.4 mils (0.239 mm) 
for each 100 pounds (450 N) of tensile load 
applied to one side of the drive belt. Since the 
calculated start load is 340 pounds (1513 N), 
the resultant belt stretch is approximately 32 
mils (0.813 mm). Therefore, the majority (98 
percent) of the belt deflection noted during 
initial starts of the PCA was caused by the 
engine support frame deflection. 
Since most of the deflection was in the 
engine support structure, the problem was 
resolved by placing a stiffening plate between 
the generator and the engine gearbox, as 
shown in Figure 81. The stiffening plate 
designed for this application is 3/8 inch (9.52 
mm) thick. To assure zero deflection trans- 
mission of the load from the generator into 
the plate and from the plate into the engine 
gearbox, both joints were double pinned. This 
precludes relying on friction under the bolt 
heads to  react the load. Since the belt only 
deflects 32 mils (0.813 mm) under load, spring- 
loaded idlers were not necessary. However, 
the idler was moved to the opposite side of the 
belt drive (Le., the side of the belt that is 
unloaded during starts) because start torque 
transients are more severe than power-gen- 
eration or shutdown transients. 
4.2.2 Initial System Performance Test 
After the engine was secured to  the sup- 
port structure, the stabilizing brace was in- - 
stalled on the PCA. This installation consisted 
of bolting the brace to the induction motor 
body, line drilling and tapping mounting holes 
into the gearbox adapter, and line drilling, 
reaming, and inserting four 0.25-inch (6.35- 
mm) steel reaction pins, two at each end. 
These four reaction pins were pressed into the 
engine gearbox adapter and the motor body, 
achieving a snug fit to the brace. This design 
permits removal of the brace while still elimi- 
nating any deflection between the engine and 
the motor. The installed stabilizer brace and 
the new idler location are shown in Figure 85. 
4.2.2.1 Test Results 
Build 51C motorings substantiated that the 
stabilizer brace shown in Figure 85 did indeed 
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Figure 83. Locations of LodDef lect ion Test Dial Indicators 1, 2, and 3. 
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Figure 84. Locations of LoadDeflection Test Dial Indicators 2 and 3 (Free End). 
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Figure 85. View of PCA Showing 
the Stabilizer Brace and New 
Idler Location. 
solve the  rotor dynamics problem experienced 
in the first motorings of the PCA system 
(Build 49). After the engine parameters were 
checked during motoring and the shaft motion 
was recorded on tape, the PCA system was 
started for the  first time. 
Three starts were made to generator syn- 
chronous speed (89,900 rpm engine speed) with 
no problems. During the final run, which 
lasted 60 minutes, the operating characteris- 
t ics were excellent as demonstrated below: 
0 Turbine Inlet 
Temperature 
0 Regenerator Inlet 
Temperature 
0 Turbine Shaft 
Motion 
0 Compressor Shaft 
Motion 
0 Time to 
Generate Power 
1610F (882C) 
1250F (677C) 
0.6 mil (0.0153 mm) 
1.1 mils (0.0279 mm) 
1 2  seconds 
The analog data  for the last minutes of this 
run are shown in Figure 86. The chart shows 
some fluctuation in the PCA electrical power 
output, varying between 11.4 hp (8.5 kW) at 
the start t o  8.04 hp (6 kW) af ter  60 minutes. 
4.2.3 Fuel System Development Tests 
4.2.3.1 Fuel Schedule 
Subsequent to the initial performance test, 
several start attempts were made without 
achieving light-off. Intensive efforts to re- 
solve this problem were concentrated on the 
fuel control unit (FCU) and the electronic 
control unit (ECU). The FCU was bench 
tested on two separate occasions and accepted 
for system tests. After several engine start 
attempts, i t  was determined that the  ECU 
maximum fuel schedule required modification. 
Accordingly, the maximum fuel schedule 
was increased in an attempt to achieve light- 
off. The original fuel schedule was based on 
the  equation 
WfMAX = (T4.1 SETPOINT - T3.5) (P3-4)/1515 
Prior t o  the next start, the schedule was 
increased threefold, as represented by the 
equation 
Light-off was achieved, but an overtem- 
perature fault shut the system down. The 
schedule was  then readjusted to provide fuel 
at approximately twice the original schedule, 
or 
This fuel schedule (see Figure 87) proved 
successful in subsequent tests. 
4.2.3.2 Fuel Pump Motor 
Several starts were made t o  generator syn- 
chronous speed (89,900 rpm engine speed). 
During hot restart attempts, the fuel pump 
motor repeatedly tripped the overheat switch. 
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Figure 86. PCA Test (Build 51C AGT Engine) Operating Parameters. 
The pump motor was intended to run in the  
horizontal position, whereas on the PCA i t  was 
mounted in the vertical position. This caused 
excess wear on the bushings, resulting in the 
motor overheating after a lengthy run. The 
fuel pump motor was therefore replaced with 
a motor that has been successfully used in 4 
years of engine testing on the AGT101. This 
motor uses ball bearings to support the 
armature, which would make it more tolerant 
of running in the vertical position. Figure 88 
shows the present (12 vdc) and former (110 
vac) fuel pump motors mounted. Note that on 
the  PCA installation, the fuel pump has been 
mounted upside down t o  prevent fuel from 
leaking into the motor. To accommodate the 
voltage operating change from one motor to 
the other (110 vac t o  12 vdc), two other 
electrical changes were made to the PCA' 
equipment. 
4.3 System Demonstration Tests (Fuel Mode) 
On January 16, 1986, a system demonstra- 
tion test was successfully performed. The 
system was started to synchronous speed 
(89,700 rpm engine speed) and operated at 
1600F (871C). 
On January 24, 1986, a second system 
demonstration test was successfully per- 
formed. Three successive starts to synchro- 
nous speed were demonstrated. On the third 
successive start ,  the system was run for 30 
minutes t o  achieve thermal equilibrium. Data 
taken during this run are presented in Table 
19. 
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Table 19. Maximum Outputs During 
Demonstration Test. 
Parameter 
Engine Speed 
Electrical Power 
TAmbient 
PAt mospheric 
Fuel Pulse 
T4. 1 
T5.1 
T3.7 
T6.0 
p3 
Toil Scavenge 
Test Result 
89,700 rpm 
9.8 hp (7.3 kW) 
80P (26.7C) 
28.87 in. Hg (97.7 kPa) 
42 percent 
1620P (8826) 
l l70P (631C) 
1094P (590C) 
460P (238C) 
51 p i a  (353.5 H a )  
206P (96.7C) 
After the demonstration tests, a perfor- 
mance test was run to obtain accurate fuel 
flows. During this test, electrical power was 
approximately 9.4 hp (7 kW) and fuel flow was 
approximately 18 lb/hr (2.27 g/s) at steady- 
state conditions. These data indicate that 
engine speed may have to be lowered some- 
what for peak power output in the solar mode 
on TBC-1. 
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5.0 CERAMIC ENGINE/PCA PERFORMANCE 
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The metal AGTlOl was never intended to 
meet the performance goals set by t h e  
Department of Energy for solar-thermal to 
electric power conversion systems. The heat 
engine performance goal is 35 percent thermal 
efficiency for the  near term and 41 percent 
for  the  long range. These efficiency levels 
can be attained if the metal engine (20 per- 
cent thermal efficiency based on the char- 
acterization test) is replaced with the ceramic 
AGT101, currently under development. 
Assuming an 11-percent leakage level, 
thought t o  be a realistic goal by the end of 
1986, performance of the all-ceramic engine 
has been predicted. The engine turbine inlet 
temperature was varied from 1900F (1038C) to 
2500F (1371C) as plotted in Figure 89. The 
da ta  along the  11-percent leakage line indi- 
cate tha t  1-percent improvement is attained 
for  each lOOF (55.5C) rise in turbine inlet 
temperature. For operation at 2100F (1149C) 
in Albuquerque [5300-ft (1615-m) altitude] and 
80F (27C) compressor inlet temperature, the  
engine thermal efficiency is estimated to be 
33.5 percent, with a corresponding thermal 
input power of 76 kW and output power of 25.5 
kW (aerodynamic). When engine development 
succeeds in decreasing leakage to even lower 
levels, the  predictions plotted in Figure 89 
show the  engine thermal efficiency reaching 
the  41 percent goal at 3 percent leakage and 
2300F (1260C). If leakage were decreased to 
1.5 percent by using a fixed-boundary recup- 
erator and operating at 25002' (1371C), a peak 
thermal efficiency of 44 percent is predicted. 
The trade-offs to achieve this configuration 
would involve increased weight, volume, and 
cost for the recuperator; heavily insulated 
ductin@ and improved receiver designs, such 
as the  one shown in Figure 90, to reduce 
radiation losses at elevated temperatures. 
Another area of development involves the 
mechanical drive train used t o  convert engine 
aerodynamic output to electrical generator 
output. The system depicted in Figure 91 is 
intended to minimize mechanical losses by 
eliminating the speed-reducing gearbox and 
coupling the electric generator directly t o  the 
engine output shaft. This optimum mechanical 
configuration, however, would increase the 
I .5 
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Figure 89, DOE Thermal Efficiency Goals 
Are Within the Ceramic AGTlOl Capability. 
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Figure 90. Advanced Receiver (Sanders Assoc., Inc.) Needs To Be Developed for 
SAGT Operation at Elevated Temperatures. 
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Figure 91. Developed Ceramic SAGT-IlI 
Can Meet DOE Efficiency Goals. 
cost of the system in the  area of electrical  
output conditioning due t o  the engineering 
cost associated with developing a high-speed 
generator and associated electrical  equipment 
t o  change the  high-frequency output t o  60 
cycle. This optimum system would also 
require a complex speed (frequency) control to 
control engine speed, as was envisioned for  the  
Mod '0' system (described in Appendix A). 
A major goal for the optimum mechanical 
system should be t o  eliminate the lubrication 
system, thereby improving reliability and re- 
ducing maintenance costs. This could be 
accomplished by designing the  power section 
and generator rotors with fully hydrodynamic 
bearing supports. GTEC bearings of this type 
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have demonstrated mean time between fail- 
ures (MTBF) of 65,000 hours in commercial 
airline service (air cycle machines on the 
DC-10 aircraft). 
5.1 Ceramic SAGT Test Predictions 
To demonstrate near-term improvements 
attainable with the ceramic SAGT, it is pro- 
posed that the SAGT-1A described in Section 
3.0 be retrofitted with the all-ceramic 
AGTlOl when this power section becomes 
available. The ceramic AGTlOl power section 
is completely interchangeable with the metal 
version used in the present SAGT program. 
The only required design change would involve 
the interconnecting ducts between the engine 
combustor and the receiver. To accommodate 
operation at 2100F (1149C), this ducting would 
require material changes in the shell, insu- 
lation, and bellows. 
The predicted electrical output power for 
the ceramic SAGT-I1 PCA is shown in Figure 
92. These data demonstrate that significant 
increases in efficiency and power output can 
be realized with the SAGT-11. 
5 1  
I I I I I 
50 80 70 80 W IL 
THERMAL INPUT, KWI 
6 H 2 - 1 2 5  
Figure 92. Predicted Electrical Output 
Power for Ceramic Versus M e t a l  SAGT 
Shows Significant Increase. 
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6.0 ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 
i In addressing the Department of Energy 
(DOE) cost goals for the heat engine in solar- 
I dish electric-generator sets, certain basic 
assumptions are made: I 
I 1) The production quantities will be 10,000 units per year for 10 years. 
I 
I 2) The near-term goal (circa 1995) is $1000 
per kWe. 
I 
~ 3) The long-range goal (early 21st century) is 
I $300 per kWe. 
4) The automotive industry will mass produce 
a ceramic gas turbine engine by the year 
2000. 
Since there is a significant learning curve 
associated with the production of ceramic gas 
turbine parts, the sell price may be decreased 
sufficiently to meet the near-term DOE cost 
goals. Attaining the long-range cost goal, 
however, is solely dependent on the automo- 
tive industry beginning mass production of this 
type of engine. The SAGT production quanti- 
ties would then represent a small fraction of 
the automotive production quantities, and the 
$6000-per-unit production cost (for a 20-kWe 
engine) appears to be a reasonable goal. 
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7.0 DESIGN LIFE 
This section deals with design life limita- 
tions of the production solarized AGT with 
ceramic structures and turbine wheel. Since 
experience with ceramic gas turbine parts is  
limited, i t  is assumed that  there are no in- 
herent material problems (crack propagation, 
hot gas erosion, or excessive oxidation). The 
100-hour test on ceramic structures showed no 
sign of distress in any of the parts. 
Table 20 summarizes the projected field 
maintenance requirements for a production 
SAGT power section. The only parts requiring 
replacement and recoating are the regenerator 
seals. The estimated 5000-hour life of the 
regenerator system is based on the following 
considerat ions. 
O s g s  t em Design  log^ 'c- 90 percent of the  
AGTlOl system is based on Ford 707 indus- 
tr ial  engine experience since the mid- 
1960s. 
- NASA/Ford regenerator durability pro- 
gram achieved 10,000-hour core life. 
- Seal l ife in the 707, based on maximum 
wear location, was approximately 2500 
hours. 
0 27-inch crossarm causing non- 
uniform pressure distribution under 
shoes 
0 Processing difficulty with crossarm 
flatness over 27-inch span (heavy 
end loading) 
0 Seal platform instability due to  
large thermal gradients in the 707 
configuration 
AGTlOUSAGT System Durability - AGTlOl 
design has 4-inch crossarm lengths. 
- Provides uniform seal loading and good 
undershoe pressure distribution 
Table 20. Projected Field Maintenance 
Requirements for  a Production SAGT Power 
Sect ion.* 
Component 
Turbine Rotor 
Compressor 
Compressor Ball 
Rotor 
Bearing 
Seal at Ball 
Bearing 
Foil Bearing 
Regenerator 
Combustor Liner 
Seals 
Maintenance Required 
None 
None 
None, based on B-10 
l ife 
None, if changed to 
foil bearing 
None, based on change 
to labyrinth 
None 
Replace at estimated 
5000 hours 
Replace at estimated 
5000 hours, if metallic 
None, if ceramic 
*Bawd on 50,000-hour l i fe  goal. 
- Eliminates processing difficulties in 
crossarm, i.e., seal flatness 
- Hole in center of AGTlOl seal in- 
creases section modulus, thus adding 
stability t o  crossarm 
0 Seal Life-  Based on 707 experience and 
AGTlOl design, a seal life of 5000 hours or 
more should be possible on AGTlOl seals in 
the SAGT application. 
- A regenerator-seal durability test 
should be performed to verify seal life. 
Table 21 presents stress analysis results for  
the AGTlOl and the SAGT-1 impellers. Com- 
parison of the t w o  reveals a significant stress 
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Table 21. Impeller Stress Comparison: 
AGTlOl Versus SAGT-1. 
10.0- = 5.0- z 
I- 1.0- 
0.5- 
0.1- 
Y 0-margin for the SAGT impeller, resulting in a 
projected doubling of the  required SAGT life 
face deterioration of the impeller blades is not 
for this impeller. Sand erosion or other sur- 
0.01 
Parameter 
CONDITIONS 
080.oW RPM 
0 Fa, = 180 LB 
F,:d = 5 LB 
I I I 
Disk Stresses, 
ksi (@a) 
Avg. Tan 
Bore Eff 
Tan 
Blade Stresses, 
ksi ( m a )  
Max Eff 
Burst Ratio 
Temperature, 
F (C) 
Maximum 
Average 
LCF Life Hours 
(Equivalent 
Cycle) 
AGTlOl 
18.8 (129.6) 
44.3 (305.4) 
40.4 (278.5) 
31.6 (217.9) 
1.68 
374 (189) 
280 (138) 
4800 
SAGT-1 
12.0 (82.7) 
28.0 (193.1) 
25.9 (178.6) 
20.2 (139.3) 
2.44 
270 (132) 
210 (99) 
119,000 
The ball bearing life was projected based 
on the design data presented in Figure 93. 
These data indicate that approximately 8 per- 
cent of the bearings will fail by 50,000 hours. 
However, if the production design were con- 
figured using all foil bearings, the bearing life 
would increase significantly. The GTEC- 
patented foil bearing has exhibited excellent 
durability in production applications of turbo- 
machinery. An MTBF of 65,000 hours has been 
established by such equipment in service on 
the McDonnell-Douglas DC-10 aircraft. 
The all-hydrodynamic bearing design also 
eliminates the need for a buffer seal to pre- 
vent oil leakage into the impeller area of the 
rotor. The seal used in the metal SAGT-1A is 
a dual carbon ring seal having a projected life 
of only 4000 hours. This seal would have to be 
replaced with a labyrinth seal to increase life, 
but the  trade-off is increased leakage, Le., 
lower efficiency. These problems are avoided 
with an all-hydrodynamic bearing design. 
gegl 
50.04 OPERATING 
ROLLING FATIGUE 
FAILURES ONLY 
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8.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The design, fabrication, assembly, and 
testing of a small hybrid Brayton Engine/ 
Power Conversion Assembly (PCA) were paced 
by the development of the AGTlOl gas turbine 
power section. The major development prob- 
lems in the AGTlOl program (NASA/DOE 
Contract DEN3-167) were rotor instability and 
internal leakage. After reliable, mechanically 
sound operation was assured, the SAGT-1A 
test program was completed with only minor 
modifications to the PCA. The following 
conclusions were drawn: 
0 Mechanical operation of the system re- 
quired only minor development. 
0 Power section efficiency was low due to  
high internal leakages (15 percent versus a 
design goal of 5 percent). 
0 Overall reliability was high, including the 
fuel, ignition, control, and electrical sys- 
tems. 
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APPENDIX A 
MOD "0" SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
I 
The development of the Mod "0" Power 
Conversion Unit (PCU) was undertaken by 
Garrett  Turbine Engine Company (GTEC) in 
February 1980 under Contract DEN3-181 ad- 
ministered by the NASA Lewis Research Cen- 
ter (NASA/LeRC) and funded by the United 
States Department of Energy (DOE). Work 
proceeded through the design and analysis por- 
tion of the statement of work. The results of 
this effort  are reported herein. The program 
was then redirected by the administering 
agency t o  use the AGTlOl power section for  
the Brayton Engine/Generator Set (BE/G). 
The M o d  ''Ott System has the following 
features: 
0 GTEC Model GTP36-51 turbocompressor 
hardware 
0 Single-can combustor utilizing an air-blast 
atomizer 
0 Formed tube/fin recuperator 
0 Hydraulic starter 
0 Aircraft-type, 400-Hz, 3-phase generator 
0 Rectifier/regulator 
Figure 94 is a schematic of the Mod "0" 
PCU. After filtration, ambient inlet a i r  is  
compressed by the  compressor, then heated by 
the recuperator. The air  is further heated 
either by the solar receiver (solar-only opera- 
ting mode) or the  combustor (fuel-only mode), 
or by both (hybrid mode). The air  then passes 
to the turbine where work is extracted. Some 
of the turbine exhaust gas heat is recovered in 
the recuperator before the gas is exhausted to 
the atmosphere. Turboshaft power is trans- 
mitted t o  the generator through the gearbox. 
The constant but nonsteady-frequency ac volt- 
age output of the generator is converted t o  a 
constant dc  voltage output by the  rectifier. 
studies have shown that this will result in the  
best partial-power efficiency. In the  solar- 
only mode, the available solar power input 
would be matched t o  the engine by varying the  
engine airflow by increasing or decreasing 
engine speed. Engine speed would be con- 
trolled by loading or unloading the generator, 
accomplished by varying the current output of 
the rectifier. In the hybrid mode, the  1500F 
(816C) turbine inlet temperature would be 
maintained by varying the  fuel flow. Engine 
speed would be maintained at an operator- 
selected set point by varying the generator 
load with the control rectifier. 
ENGINE COMPONENTS 
Turbocompressor 
Design changes to the basic GTEC Model 
GTP36-51 turbocompressor for use in the  Mod 
rrO1l PCU would be minimal. A new com- 
pressor housing and turbine discharge duct 
would be required, together with minor re- 
working of the turbine plenum. No modifi- 
cations would be required t o  the rotating com- 
ponents, bearings, supports, or seals. There- 
fore, no change in cri t ical  speeds from those - 
of the  basic GTEC Model GTP36-51 is antici- 
pated. The critical speeds are: 
0 First Critical Speed - 9500 rpm 
0 Second Critical Speed - 35,000 rpm 
0 Third Critical Speed - 132,000 rpm 
The steady-state operating range for  t he  Mod 
"0" turbocompressor would be 49,000 to 
70,000 rpm. Since this range is safely between 
the second and third critical speeds, no prob- 
lems are anticipated. 
- - 
Mod "0" Unique Engine Components 
Engine control was designed to be accom- 
plished in the  following manner. For all Combustor- The combustion system for  the 
operating modes, the turbine inlet temper- Mod "0" PCU must accommodate a greater 
ature would be maintained at 1500F (816C); range of operation than is currently required 
'- MF FUEL FLOW [ROTAMETER) 
v 
COMBUSTOR 
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Figure 94. Schematic of Mod "0" PCU Defines Performance Rating Points 
and Instrumentation. 
for  basic applications. The combustor must 
possess the  ignition and stability characteris- 
t ics necessary to  achieve an engine start t o  
full speed and must also have superior lean- 
flame stability limits to allow operation at 
conditions imposed during high-heat inputs 
from the  solar collector. 
The combustor must also exhibit high com- 
bustion efficiency over the  entire range of 
operation without forming carbon or undesir- 
able emissions and with pressure-drop char- 
acteristics tha t  are consistent with the engine 
cycle requirements. In addition, the  com- 
bustor must have design features tha t  will 
promote long service life with minimum main- 
tenance. The high combustor inlet temper- 
a ture  dictates the need for  special fuel 
handling concepts t o  prevent thermal decom- 
position of the  fuel and subsequent fuel ato- 
mizer malfunction. 
Combustor operating goals are summarized 
below: 
0 Combustion Efficiency - 99.6 percent a t .  
loaded operating conditions; 92.0 percent 
minimum at idle conditions 
Pressure Drop - 2 percent 0 
0 Combustor Discharge Temperature Maxi- 
mum Variation- 250F (121C) above aver- 
age 
Skin Temperature - 1700F (927C) maximum 0 
0 Smoke Generation - Minimal 
0 Carbon Formation - Minimal 
The combustor operating design point con- 
ditions are presented below: 
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0 Inlet Pressure, psia (kPa) - 30 (259) 
0 Inlet Temperature, F (C) - 1100 (593) 
0 Outlet Temperature, F (C) - 1500 (816) 
0 Fuel Flow, lb/hr (kg/hr) - 24.25 (1.78) 
0 Airflow, lb/sec (kg/s) - 0.634 (0.288) 
0 FueVAir Ratio - 0.01062 
The combustion system (Figure 95) consists 
of the  combustor with a single air-blast atom- 
izer, an ignitor, and a 4-joule high-voltage 
ignition unit. 
FUEL INLET 
RECUPERATOR - 
-< 111 
'3 SUPPORT PINS 
688062-126 
Figure 95. Solar Hybrid Mod "0" 
Combustor Meets Design Requirements. 
The combustor has the same design fea- 
tures as those incorporated in the  combustor 
for  the GTEC Model GT601 recuperated gas 
turbine engine. Scaling this combustor for 
application t o  the  Mod rtOtl engine resulted in 
the  following dimensions: 
0 
0 
Outside Diameter - 3.6 inches (91.4 mm) 
Length - 9.5 inches (241.3 mm) 
A thermal barrier coating (see Figure 96) 
would be used to meet the  maximum wall 
temperature requirement. The coating con- 
sists of a compliant layer of stainless steel 
"Feltmetaltf brazed to the inside of the com- 
bustor wall with a layer of Zirconia ceramic 
plasma-sprayed t o  the  Velt metal." This coat- 
ing is currently used on the  GTEC Model 
GT60 1 com bust or. 
BURNER WALL $ 1  
Figure 96. Hybrid Engine Combustor 
Wall Construction. 
The fuel atomizer (Figure 97) is a pure air- 
blast type designed to prevent the following 
problems: 
0 Poor atomization at low fuel-flow rates 
0 Possible fuel decomposition in both the  
fuel delivery line and the internal flow 
passages of the  atomizer housing due to 
the high combustor inlet temperature 
RECUPERATOR 
BYPASS AIR INLET 
THERMAL BARRIER 
COATING 
686-042-131 
Figure 97. Air-Blast Atomizer Prevents 
Low-Plow Atomization and Premature 
Vaporization. 
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The atomizer is a modification of an exist- 
ing air-blast type, suitably mounted and pro- 
tected thermally with a plasma-sprayed 
Zirconia ceramic coating on the outer shell of 
the atomizer housing and the outside diameter 
of the fuel delivery tube. An atomizer of this 
type was demonstrated by the vendor at  the 
minimum fuel-flow and air-blast-pressure con- 
ditions. 
As noted above, the combustor design was 
based on the GT601 combustor, which has a 
pilot zone, a primary zone, and a secondary 
zone. During ignition and maximum power 
conditions, the combustion reaction occurs in 
both the pilot and primary zones. At  idle 
conditions, the reaction occurs primarily in 
the pilot zone. The equivalence ratios in the 
pilot zone at maximum power and idle condi- 
tions are 0.9 and 0.26, respectively. 
Preliminary airflow distribution for the 
Mod trO" combustor is shown in Figure 98, with 
a pilot-zone equivalence ratio of 0.9 at the 
maximum fuel augmentation condition. 
Recuperator - The Mod "Orl recuperator con- 
sists of two core assemblies that are currently 
used in the recuperator of the GTEC Model 
GT601 gas turbine engine. This recuperator is 
a formed tube/fin heat exchanger specifically 
designed to handle the rapid start-up of a gas 
turbine engine. A cross section of this recup- 
erator (Figure 99) shows the triangular end 
sections, counterflow core, and high-pressure 
inlet and exit ports. The low-pressure exhaust 
gases are not contained in integral manifolds, 
but are ducted to and from the recuperator by 
means of external ductwork which is mech- 
anically attached to the inlet and exit face of 
the core. A core assembly is shown in Figure 
100. 
In the Mod rrOtf application, two recup- 
erator cores are arranged in parallel as shown 
in Figure 101. Sheet-metal ducts are used to 
form a common inlet and exit manifold for the 
exhaust gases. The high-pressure gas is split 
into two parallel streams and ducted to the 
two ports on top of the recuperator. The high- 
pressure gases leaving the recuperator are 
ducted in a similar manner. 
AIRFLOW OISTRIBUTION. PERCENT OF TOTAL FLOW 
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688-042-132 
Figure 98. Preliminary Airflow Distribution Design for the Mod "0" Combustor. 
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686-042-1 33 
Figure 99. Cross Section of GT601 Recuperator Design for Rapid Start-ups. 
GB6-042-134 
Figure 100. Two GT601 Recuperator 
Core Assemblies Will Meet Mod "0" 
Performance Requirements. 
This selected configuration is similar to  
the one employed in the  current GTEC Model 
GTP36-51 recuperated gas turbine engine. 
The recuperator cores are shown installed in 
the GTP36-51 engine in Figures 102 and 103. - 
This engine has been operated successfully for 
several years in this configuration. 
Recuperator performance at  the Mod "0" 
design point is described in Table 22, The 
effectiveness is reduced to 0.89 from the  
original design requirements of 0.94. How- 
ever, the pressure drop has also been reduced 
from the design value of 4.0 percent to  2.0 
percent. These two factors combine to  give a 
bus bar engine efficiency of 24.6 percent for 
the proposed recuperator versus 26.5 percent 
for the production formed-tube/fin recuper- 
ator. 
Table 22 also compares the two approaches 
on the basis of cost. The development cost 
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6TM1 CORE 
686-042-135 
Figure 101. Mod "0" Dual GT601 
Recuperator Installation 
Illustrates Sound Design 
Approach. 
(Le., Mod "0" program costs) of the proposed 
configuration is taken as 1.0. Relative to that  
value, the cost for the production design is 
1.72. 
PERFORMANCE 
The reference engine design and off-design 
operating conditions were generated with the 
aid of a steady-state off-design computer pro- 
gram. This computer tool permits engine 
performance analysis at other than design 
operating conditions for fixed hardware, e.g., 
varying power level, turbine inlet temper- 
ature, engine speed, ambient pressure, and 
temperature. 
686-042-1 36 
Figure 102. GTP36-51 Recuperator 
Installation, End View. 
686-042-1 37 
Figure 103. GTP36-51 Recuperator 
Installation, Side View. 
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Table 22. Dual GT601 Recuperators Mee t  
Design Goals at Lower Cost. 
I I 1 
Parameter 
Performance 
Effectiveness 
P/P, percent 
Weight, lb (kg) 
Bus Bar Cycle Eff., 
percent 
Dual 601 
COWS 
0.89 
2 .0  
300 (136) 
24.6 
Production 
Recuperator 
320 (145) 
26.5 
I Relative Develop ment Costs I 1.0 I 1.72 
I 1 I 
The computer program uses analytical 
models of the following.: 
0 Compressor 
0 Turbine 
0 Recuperator 
0 Receiver, combustor, and ducting 
0 Heat loss from the ducting and other com- 
ponents 
0 Heating of the compressor inlet air due to 
gearbox heat rejection 
The computer program also models bearing 
friction losses and air cooling of the hot end 
bearing and the tube carrying fuel to the 
combust or. 
Compressor and turbine performance maps 
were generated from test data. The recuper- 
ator was modeled using tested heat-transfer 
and friction-pressure-drop coefficient data. A 
pressure-drop map for the receiver was gener- 
ated analytically. Each duct section and the 
combustor pressure drop were scaled with the 
square of the duct section or combustor-inlet 
corrected flow, to obtain the pressure drop at 
conditions other than the reference design 
conditions. 
Duct heat losses were calculated at the 
reference design conditions assuming various 
thicknesses of Fiberfax insulation. Because 
they are assumed to be pure conduction, these 
duct heat losses were scaled in direct propor- 
tion to the temperature change across the 
duct-insulation wall to obtain the heat loss at 
conditions other than the reference design 
conditions. 
Since compressor inlet air is used to cool 
the gearbox, this air will be warmer than 
ambient by approximately 3F (1.67C), result- 
ing in a slight reduction in cycle efficiency. 
The amount of this temperature increase was 
calculated assuming that all the power loss 
due to gearbox inefficiency will be absorbed 
by the compressor inlet air. 
Full-Power Performance 
Full power is defined as the power output 
for a thermal power input to the engine (QE) 
of 72.7 kWt. The turbine inlet temperature 
(T7) was to be held constant at 1500F (816C) 
for all conditions. For this QE and T7, Figure 
104 shows the variation in cycle shaft power 
(CSP) as the ambient temperature changes, for 
operation at both sea level and 5000-foot 
(1525-m) altitude. The ambient temperature 
extremes for sea level are 10F (-12C) and 
140F (60C), and for 5000-foot (1525-111) alti- 
tude, -20F (-29C) and llOF (43C). Figure 105 
shows engine speed as a function of ambient 
temperature for QE = 72.7 kWt and T7 = 1500F 
(816C). As ambient temperature decreases, 
speed decreases and CSP increases, as shown 
by Figures 104 and 105. Over the ambient - 
temperature extremes, CSP varies from 27.3 
to 19.5 kW and speed varies from 58,900 to 
69,900 rpm. 
The engine will be rated at 80F (27C) 
ambient temperature at sea level and QE = 
72.7 kWt. Performance of the PCU at these 
reference design conditions is summarized in 
Table 23. 
More complete performance tabulations 
for the reference design conditions are pre- 
sented in Figure 106. This data sheet lists 
additional performance parameters, as well as 
temperature, pressure, and airflow at per- 
tinent engine locations. The nomenclature 
used in Figure 106 is defined in Figure 94. 
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Figure 104. Cycle Shaft Power Depends 
on  Ambient Temperature and Altitude. 
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Figure 105. Engine Speed Is Related 
to Ambient Temperature at Constant 
Thermal Input. 
The CSP is 21.7 kWm, which results in a 
cycle efficiency at the  engine shaft  (CSP/QE) 
of 29.8 percent. The gearbox is 98-percent 
efficient and results in a shaft-power loss of 
0.43 kWm. The shaft assessory load is defined 
as the  power required to run the lube pump, in 
90 
this case 73 watts. Generator efficiency is 89 
percent and results in a power loss of 2.33 kW. 
A loss of 0.660 kW is incurred in the  rectifier, 
which is 96.5-percent efficient. The electric 
accessory load includes power to run the  con- 
trols (28 watts) and power for the  fuel pump 
(50 watts). The net electric power (NEP) at 
the  ac bus is 17.0 kWe. The corresponding 
efficiency of overall engine thermal input to 
dc  bus bar (NEP/QE) is 23.4 percent. 
Heat losses for the ducts and the recuper- 
ator at the reference design conditions of sea 
level, 80F (27C), and QE = 72.7 kWt are 
tabulated below, together with insulation 
thicknesses. 
Insulation 
Thickness, Heat 
Duct inches (mm) Loss, kW 
Comb-Recup 1.0 (25.4) 0.004 
Recup-Recvr 1.5 (38.1) 0 . 232 
Recvr-Comb-Turb 2.0 (50.8) 0.356 
Turb-Recup 1.5 (38.1) 0.463 
RecupAtm 1.0 (25.4) 0.015 
Recuperator 2.0 (50.8) 0.265 
Heat losses from engine components other I 
than those listed above are negligible. 
In the performance analysis, the  recuper- 
ator heat loss was divided by four and each 
portion added t o  the four ducts tha t  directly 
mate to the  recuperator, Le., all the  ducts 
listed above except the  receiver-combustor- 
turbine duct. Thus, the heat losses for these 
ducts as shown in Figure 107 are larger than 
those cited above. Figure 107 lists the  perfor- 
mance da ta  based on use of the more effective 
production recuperator, which results in higher 
CSP, NEP, and efficiency (23.0 kWe, 18.1 kWe, 
and 24.9 percent, respectively) than for the 
PCU with the existing recuperator (cf. Figure 
106). 
Table 23. Mod "0" PCU Performance Summary for 80P (27C), Sea Level, 
Parameter 
Thermal Input 
Cycle Shaft Power (CSP) 
Cycle Efficiency (CSP/QE) 
Gearbox Efficiency 
Shaft Accessory Load (SAL) 
Generator Efficiency 
Rectifier Efficiency 
Electric Accessory Load (EAL) 
Module Electric Power (MEP), dc 
Module Efficiency (MEP/QE) 
Inverter Efficiency 
Net Electric Power (NEP), ac 
System Efficiency (NEP/QE) 
Efficiency, 
percent 
29.8 
98 
89 
96.5 
24.9 
94 
123.41 
Power 
Loss, 
kW 
0.434 
0.073 
2.33 
0.660 
0.078 
3.575 
1.087 
Power 
72.7 kWt 
21.7 kWm 
18.1 kWe 
17.0 kWe 
Partial-Power Performance 
Turbocompressor - As QE decreases, engine 
airflow and therefore engine speed must de- 
crease to maintain T7 at a constant 1500F 
(816C). This relationship is depicted in Figure 
108, which shows speed as a function of QE for 
the ambient temperature range of 130F (54C) 
to -2OF (-29C). 
As speed decreases, however, the tem- 
perature drop across the turbine also de- 
creases, resulting in a higher recuperator inlet 
temperature (T11) on the low-pressure side. 
Thus, T11 increases as QE decreases. How- 
ever, Ti1 can only be increased to 1300F 
(704C) before exceeding the recuperator de- 
sign limit. Also, output voltage for the 400- 
Hz generator is maintained constant as the 
generator speed decreases by increasing the 
strength of the exciter magnetic field in the 
rotor. The result: Rotor winding current 
increases as generator speed decreases. The 
heat generated is a function of the square of 
these currents multiplied by the winding re- 
sistance; thus, the heat generated increases 
rapidly as generator speed decreases. Rapid 
heat dissipation cannot occur due to the rotor 
construction and small spacing (air gap) 
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Figure 106. Performance Analysis Data Sheet for PCU with Existing Recuperator. 
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Figure 107. Performance Analysis Data Sheet for PCU with Production Recuperator. 
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Figure 108. Engine Performance at Sea 
Level Indicates Required Speed Changes 
88 Thermal Input and Ambient Conditions 
Change. 
through which the rotor cooling air must flow. 
A lower limit on generator speed was there- 
fore established (7000 rpm for the Bendix 
28B135 generator) to prevent rotor overheat- 
ing. 
These considerations resulted in setting a 
lower speed limit of 78 percent of design 
speed (49,100 rpm) to prevent generator and 
recuperator overheating. The engine should 
not be operated below this speed. 
As  shown in Table 24, this lower limit of 
78-percent speed does not significantly affect 
the amount of daily solar energy that can be 
collected and converted to electric power 
when the PCU is operated in the solar mode, 
Le., no fossil-fuel augmentation. (Nearly all 
the daily insolation can be collected and con- 
verted when the PCU is operated in the hybrid 
mode.) Table 24 shows the QE required to 
operate the engine at 78-percent speed for a 
range of ambient conditions on a winter and a 
summer day. Also listed are the morning 
times when sufficient energy exists to begin 
engine operation at 78-percent speed and the 
afternoon times when the engine must be shut 
down to prevent speed from falling below 78 
percent. The data presented in Table 24 
assume no fossil-fuel augmentation. The 
times of day (in solar time, 24-hour clock) 
were calculated for a latitude of 40 degrees, 
and assume collector and receiver efficiencies 
of 0.9 and 0.85, respectively. 
Also presented in Table 24 are estimates of 
the percent of total daily insolation that can 
be collected and converted into electricity. 
For both the winter day and the summer day, 
warmer ambient conditions result in a greater 
percentage of available solar energy being 
collected and converted into electricity. 
Generator and Rectifier- The generator is 
most efficient when the turbocompressor 
speed is approximately 80,000 rpm. At that 
speed, the efficiency reaches 90 percent if the 
net  shaft power, Le., power out of the gear- 
box, is 20 kW. Generator efficiency decreases 
to between 86 and 87 percent as turbocom- 
pressor speed decreases. 
CONTROL SYSTEM 
The Mod "0" control system includes the 
electronic control unit (ECU), the sensors and 
solenoid, the harness to engine components, 
and the engine electrical components. The 
discrete analog ECU was designed to weigh 15 
1 
94 
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Table 24. Percent of Available Solar Energy Collected and Converted 
into Electricity: Solar-Only Operation at 40-Degree Latitude. 
Ambient Condition 
Winter Day December 21, 
Sunrise at 7.8 - 
Sunset at 16.3 
Sea Level, 1OP (-12C) 
5000 Feet,* -2OP (-29C) 
Sea Level, 80P (27C) 
Summer Day: June 21, 
Sunrise at 4.9 - 
Sunset at 19.1 
Sea Level, 80P (27C) 
Sea Level, 140F (60C) 
5000 Feet,* llOF (43C) 
*1525 meters 
Hinimum 
QE 
(kWt) 
42 
38 
33 
33 
27 
24 
Begin 
Engine 
Operation 
(Sola 
time) 
8.6 
8.4 
8.3 
5.9 
5.6 
5.5 
Term inate 
Engine 
Operat ion 
(Solar 
time) 
15.4 
15.6 
15.8 
18.2 
18.4 
18.5 
Percent 
of Available 
Solar Energy 
Collected and 
Converted into 
Electricity 
90 
94 
96 
95 
97 
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pounds (6.8 kg) and have outside dimensions of 
10 x 14 x 8 inches (25.4 x 35.6 x 20.3 cm). 
Cooling would be accomplished by free con- 
vection, requiring that the ECU be housed in 
an enclosure. Power required by the ECU 
would be 110 vac (single phase). 
The major design concepts of the logic 
diagram are shown in Figure 109 (temper- 
ature/speed control) and Figure 110 (mode 
selection logic). The ECU interfaces with all 
the other systems as shown in Figure 111, 
thereby creating a central processing unit that 
has full authority over all PCU functions. 
The ECU design was accomplished by inte- 
grating the following logic statements: 
When the power switch is moved to the ON 
position, the starter motor is engaged, pro- 
vided the mode selector switch is in the Fuel 
Mode. A preset interval timer (Time Gen- 
erator) starts when the starter motor is en- 
gaged. This is followed by arming of the 
temperature trim schedule provided the T7 set 
point approximates 950F (510C) within 3 min- 
utes after engine start. The fuel trim sched- 
ule is set to operate between T7 values or' 
950F and 1500F (510C and 816C) within a 2- 
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Figure 109. Turbine Inlet Temperature/Speed Control Scheme. 
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Figure 110. Mode Selection Adds Flexibility to Test Program. 
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Figure 111. The ECU Interfaces with All Other Systems for Full Authority. 
minute interval. The preset T7 is compared 
with the actual T7 prior to activation of the 
proportional governor control (Kp). 
At 45-percent speed (Nt), the maximum 
fuel schedule is armed and is compared with 
the proportional gain. The smaller of the two 
is selected and becomes the acceleration 
schedule value that determines the amount of 
fuel supplied to  the engine by the  fuel control 
(pulse-width modulator). Also at 45-percent 
speed, the fuel  solenoid and ignition unit are 
turned on. The ignition unit  is allowed to run 
for 2 minutes, then is turned off by the  timer. 
If the engine is at 45-percent speed and T7 
is below 900F (482C), the no-flame fault is 
armed. This indicates a no-start condition, 
and after 10  seconds the engine will shut 
down. 
The starter disengages when the engine 
speed reaches 60 percent and T7 exceeds 700F 
(37 1C). 
When the engine reaches 75-percent speed, 
the generator can be loaded. The current 
command is armed to control any faults that 
may occur in the electrical power system. 
The relays are switched to show any faults 
that may exist. 
The integral control, which is a function of 
turbine inlet temperature, is compared with 
the minimum current set point, which is a 
function of speed. The higher of the two is 
selected and becomes the value representing 
the  amount of fuel to be delivered by the 
pulse-width modulator. At this point, it should 
be noted that the acceleration schedule is not 
in effect, and the engine is running on integral 
control. 
Most of the input signals required for shut- 
down protection are conditioned signals. If 
any one of the faults occurs, there is a 50- 
millisecond time delay. 
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If a fault occurs, the load on the generator 
is dropped, the concentrator is defocused, the 
fuel solenoid is shut off, and the ignitor is 
turned off. Each individual fault has its own 
driver, and if the fault occurs i t  is displayed 
on the panel. 
Actual speed and temperature are dis- 
played on the appropriate meters while the 
engine is operating. 
The constant turbine inlet temperature/ 
variable speed control concept is shown in 
Figure 109. Actual turbine inlet temperature 
is compared with the set-point temperature 
[1500F (SlSC)] to provide an error signal. This 
signal is conditioned to generate a speed set 
point which is compared with actual speed. 
The resulting error signal generates a current 
command signal, which is sent to the control 
rectifier as shown in Figure 111. The control 
rectifier modifies the output current until it 
equals the current command. An increase or 
decrease in the actual current results in a 
corresponding increase or decrease in gener- 
ator load. A change in load effects a change 
in engine speed, thereby closing the speed 
control loop. A change in speed effects an 
opposite change in temperature, Le., increased 
speed causes decreased temperature and vice 
versa, which results in closure of the tempera- 
ture loop. 
The control portion of the rectifier is a 
transistorized chopper circuit. The circuit is a 
duty-cycle modulator whose output voltage is 
the product of its input voltage and the duty 
cycle. 
Rated output current from the control rec- 
tifier is 94 amperes at 213 volts. This load 
current can be varied electronically by the 
input current command from the engine con- 
troller. A command voltage varying from zero 
to 10 volts scales to a load current ranging 
from zero to 100 amperes dc. The control 
logic compares the output dc current with the 
current command and automatically adjusts 
the chopper duty cycle to attain the com- 
manded current. 
When the concentrator is oriented to the 
sun and insolation has increased so that the 
receiver is hot enough to start engine opera- 
tion, the engine control will receive a signal 
and initiate the start sequence. The starter 
motor will engage and accelerate the turbo- 
compressor to approximately 65-percent 
speed. After T7 increases, the engine should 
be self-sustaining at this speed and the starter 
motor will disengage. Since the control logic 
normally attempts to increase T7 to 1500F 
(816C) by reducing Nt, the Nt logic must 
contain a low Nt limit that is greater than the 
self-sustaining speed to allow the start cycle 
to continue. As insolation increases, T7 will 
increase to 1500F (816C) and, with further 
increases, the speed set point will be contin- 
uously readjusted upward to maintain a con- 
stant T7. 
A preset interval timer will start when the 
starter motor is engaged. The engine control 
will turn off the starter if the engine does not 
become self-sustaining before expiration of 
the time interval. This prevents starter motor 
damage, which might result, for instance, 
from a reduction in insolation during start-up, 
allowing the motor to continue running. 
In a normal shutdown, both insolation and 
the N t  set point decrease in order to maintain 
T7 at 1500F (816C). When the Nt set point 
reaches atmroximately 65-percent speed, T7 
will begin-to decrease and, with further del - 
creases in insolation, the engine output power 
will continue to drop until the engine is no 
longer self-sustaining. At this point, the 
engine will decelerate to zero speed. 
I 
Two failure conditions -- turbine overspeed 
and receiver outlet or turbine inlet overtem- 
perature -- require special provisions. Should 
an overtemperature or overspeed condition be 
sensed, the control will transmit a signal to 
turn the concentrator away from the sun and 
thus shut down the PCU. 
The control sensors and solenoid are des- 
cribed in Table 25. These components are all 
existing production parts and will be used to 
monitor and protect the PCU equipment. 
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Table 25. Control Sensors and Solenoid Are Existing Production Parts. 
Low Oil Pressure Switch 
High Oil Temperature Switch 
Speedsensor 
Turbine Inlet Temperature 
Sensor 
Recuperator Hot Side 
Temperature Sensor 
Fuel Shut-Off Solenoid 
*ChromeValurnel. 
Characteristic 
20 psi (138 kPa) 
set point on 
delivered pressure 
300P (149C) set point 
Electromagnetic-type 
sensing element 
C/A* 0 to 1600F 
(-18 to 871C) 
C/A* 0 to 1500P 
(-18 to 816C) 
Normally closed 2-way 
Previous Usage 
GTCP36-50/-100 
GTCP36-100E 
GTCP3 6-2 0 0 
GTCP36-50/-100 
GTCP36-50/-100 
GTCP36-50/-100 
GTEC P/N 
~~ ~ 
3876001-2 
3888030 
3876017 Mod 
3876003 
3876003 
692545-1 
Control System Analysis 
An analog computer simulation of t h e  Mod 
engine, controls, and solar receiver was 
performed to study control loop performance 
and stability in the fuel, solar, and hybrid 
modes of operation. A particular area of 
concern was crossover from the fuel-only to  
the hybrid to the solar-only mode because 
oscillation bet ween modes might occur during 
certain cloud-cover conditions, 
The analog computer analysis verified the 
control concept as originally configured, ex- 
cept with regard to the method for instigating 
crossover from the hybrid to the solar-only 
mode. The original concept proposed the use 
of a speed error exceeding *2 percent from 
the speed set point as a method for instigating 
crossover. This method caused large T7 errors 
and control system instability. Efforts to  
reduce the  temperature error by reducing the 
speed hysteresis band resulted in cycling be- 
tween the solar-only and hybrid mode during 
crossover. 
Since T7 control is used in all three operat- 
ing modes, it is the logical and convenient 
parameter to use in detecting the need for 
switching modes. Therefore, modes are 
switched when saturation of the T7 control 
mode occurs. For example, during hybrid 
operation, as insolation is increasing in the  
morning, fuel flow is cut back to the minimum 
allowed; the minimum fuel flow is dependent 
on the combustor blowout fuel  flow. T7 then 
rises as insolation further increases (T7 is no 
longer being controlled by the fuel control 
loop). When the control detects that T7 has 
reached 1550F (843C), fuel is shut off and the 
solar T7 control loop is activated, thereby 
effecting a fuel-to-solar crossover. Converse- 
ly, while insolation is decreasing during the  
afternoon, the T7 control loop ceases to reset 
speed when minimum speed is reached (Le., T7 
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control loop saturation in the solar mode). T7 
then rapidly drops to  1425F (774C) and fuel is 
once again turned on. Simulation of this 
method demonstrated a stable crossover. 
Figure 112 is a schematic of the essential 
elements of the control system. In the solar- 
only operating mode, T7 is maintained at 
approximately 1500F (816C) by commanding 
the control rectifier to  load and unload the 
generator and thus vary turbocompressor 
speed as insolation varies. In the hybrid 
operating mode, T7 is maintained at approxi- 
mately 1500F (816C) by varying the fuel flow, 
and speed is maintained at an operator- 
selected set point by varying the generator 
load with the control rectifier. 
An important parameter in the control 
analysis is the minimum combustor fuel flow 
(Wf in), Le., the flow required to sustain 
stabTe combustion. This parameter influences 
selection of the upper and lower T7 set points; 
the smaller the Wfmin value is, the  closer 
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Figure 112. Brayton Engine/Generator Dadgram Used for Control Loop Analysis. 
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together are these set points. Since Wfmin is 
difficult to predict analytically, i t  was t o  be 
determined experimentally in a combustion 
test rig. 
One initial result of the control analysis 
w a s  establishment of the relationship between 
engine speed and the partial derivative of T7 
with respect t o  combustor fuel flow Le., 
aT7/aWfi As shown in Figure 113, aTl/aWf is 
inversely proportional t o  engine speed. For 
the  minimum turbocompressor speed of 78 
percent, aT?/aWf is equal to 58F/lb/hr 
kg/hr) at 78-percent speed, T7 will increase or 
decrease by approximately 68F (38C) when the 
combustor is turned on or off at this Wfmin. 
The difference between the upper and lower 
T7 set points must  therefore be greater than 
68F (38C) to prevent system instability when 
the  system is changing from the  solar-only to 
the  hybrid mode or vice versa. If the differ- 
ence between the  upper and lower T7 set 
points were less than 68F (38C) and if T7 were 
to drop t o  i ts  lower set point due to decreasing 
insolation, the  combustor would turn on and 
the  T7 upper set point would immediately be 
exceeded. The combustor would then turn off 
and T7 would fall  below the lower T7 set 
point, causing the  combustor to again turn on. 
Thus, the combustor would alternately be 
turned on and off if the difference between 
the  upper and lower T7 set points were less 
than 68F (38C) for  Wfmin = 1 lb/hr (0.454 
kg/hr) at 78-percent speed. If Wfmin is equal 
to 2 lb/hr (0.91 kg/hr), then the  difference 
between the upper and lower T7 set points 
must be greater than 136F (76C). 
(83C/kg/hr). Thus, if Wfmin is 1 lb/hr (0.454 
Further examination of Figure 113 reveals 
tha t  the difference between the  upper and 
lower T7 set points can be decreased by rais- 
ing the  minimum engine speed, if Wfmin does 
not change. For example, if wfmiv is held 
constant at 2 lb/hr (0.91 kg/hr), raising the 
minimum engine speed from 78 to 85 percent 
of design speed would reduce the  required 
difference between the upper and lower T7 set 
points from 136F (76C) to 114F (63C). 
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Figure 113. Effect  of Raising Minimum 
Speed To Reduce aT7/a Wf Temperature 
Control Parameter. 
Figure 114 illustrates a cloud transient for 
sea level, hot day. When a small cloud partial- 
ly blocks the sun, QE drops from 44 kWt to 30 
k W t  and remains there  for  approximately 30 
seconds. Wfmin is 1 lb/hr (0.454 kg/hr), and 
the upper and lower T7 set points are 1555 and 
1445F (846 and 785C), respectively. 
This analog computer simulation (Figure 
114) shows a stable crossover from the  solar- 
only t o  the hybrid operating mode. The T7 
trace shows tha t  fuel is turned on to 1 lb/hr 
(0.454 kg/hr) when T7 drops to 1445F (785C). 
A t  this point, T7 jumps to 1543F ( 8 3 9 0  and 
3T7/3 Wf equals 33F/lb/hr (40ClkgJhr). 
Figure 115 shows the cycling that  occurs 
between the solar-only and hybrid modes when 
is 2 lb/hr (0.91 kg/hr) and the  upper and wfm*n loweb T7 set points are 1550 and 1420F (843 
and 771C), respectively. Subsequent investi- 
gation revealed tha t  the upper T7 set point 
must be raised to 1580F (860C) to prevent 
cycling when the Wfmin  is 2 lb/hr (0.91 kg/hr). 
CONTROL PANEL 
The primary function of the  control panel 
is to monitor the engine, the  generator, and 
such components as the starter, the ignition 
system, and the fuel system. Layout of t he  
control panel is shown in Figure 116. The 
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Figure 114. Stable Crossover During 
Cloud Transient. 
meters on the top of the panel monitor engine 
speed, turbine inlet temperature, recuperator 
temperature, and receiver temperature. Man- 
ual controls designated SPEED SET and T7 
SET are provided for selecting different set- 
point values during operation. Since the sys- 
t e m  is designed to operate at a constant T7 of 
.....r -- 
Figure 115. Cloud Transient Showing 
Tendency for Instability. 
1500F (816C), the  T7 SET control will be 
covered by a removable box to discourage 
arbitrary changes to T7. 
Engine fault protection is provided by fault 
lamps that light when the faults occur. Fault 
protection is provided for: 
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Table 26. Generator and Voltage Regulator Were Specified. 
+ POWER 
SUPPLY 
b 
I 
I 
Parameter 
Generator 
Manufacturer 
TYPe 
Rating 
High Efficiency 
AvailabilityDrevious Usage 
Cooling Air 
Lightweight 
Smal l  Size 
Speed Range 
Frequency Range 
Voltage Regulator 
Manufacturer 
TYPe 
Regulated Voltage 
Compact Size 
Weight 
Description 
Bendix 288135-129 
Self-excited, 3-phase, brushless 
25 kva at 120/208 volts, SL, 60C inlet air 
89 percent at design point 
In production/generator sets and 
Sikorsky A/C 
Integral fan 
49 lbs (22.2 kg) 
6.5 in. d ia  x 12.5 in. long 
(16.5 x 31.75 cm) 
7000 to 10,000 rpm 
350 to 500 Hz (400 Hz nominal) 
Bendix 2OB100-2 
Solid state 
115/200 volts (nominal) 
3 x 4 x 2.75 in. (7.62 x 10.16 x 6.35 cm) 
1 lb (0.454 kg) 
BASE 
ORIVER 
[-' CURRENT FEEDBACK CURRENT COMMAND '--A AN0 
PROTECTION 
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Figure 118. RectifiedRegulator Subsystems Were Designed for Control and Protection. 
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Figure 119 is a schematic of the recti- 
fierhegulator power flow path, which includes 
full-wave bridge rectification of the ac gener- 
ator three-phase power, dc filters for limiting 
ripple voltage, and the transistorhegulator 
pulse-widt h- modulat ed load control. Pulse 
frequency is 5 kHz and pulse width is varied 
from 20 psec to  180 psec to control the output 
power to the parasitic load bank. Table 27 
lists the characteristics of the power trans- 
istors used in the rectifierhegulator. 
Figure 120 is a logic diagram of the tran- 
sistorhegulator base drive control for gen- 
erating pulse-width modulation of the 
rectifierhegulator output as a function of the 
power command signal from the ECU. Over- 
current, overtemperature, or undervoltage will 
cause a loss of base drive to the transistor 
regulator, interrupting power output from the 
rectifier/regulator unit. 
Table 27. Power Transistor 
Characteristics Comply with 
System Needs. 
Parameter 
~~ 
Manufacturer 
QPe 
Voltage Rating 
Current Rating 
Switching Time 
Rise 
Fall 
Gain 
Saturation Voltage 
Description 
~~ 
Fuji Electric Co., Inc. 
Power Darlington 
520 Vceo (sustained) 
100 A, (continuous) 
1.0 microsecond 
1.0 microsecond 
100 at 100 A, 
2.0 Vce  at 100 A, 
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Figure 119. Power Flow Path Through Rectifier/Regulator to Load Bank. 
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The rectifier/regulator provides switched 
output signals to the ECU for initiating system 
shutdown in the event of rectif ierhegulator 
overcurrent, overtemperature, or input under- 
voltage as shown in Figure 121. Relay switch- 
ing was selected to ensure electrical isolation 
of the ECU from the rectifierhegulator, 
The basic features and characteristics of 
rectifierhegulator performance are listed 
below: 
0 Input - 
- 25 kva maximum 
108/187 to 132/229 volts rms 
- 350 to 500 HZ 
0 Shunt Output 
- 250 volts dc, nominal 
- 0 to 100 amps dc 
0 Series Output 
- 200 volts dc, nominal - 0 to 125 amps dc 
0 Protection - Input undervoltage <100/173 volts rms 
TO 
BASE 
ORlYE 
INPUT 
6BgM2.154 
Figure 120. Logic Block Diagram 
Defined for Electrical System, 
- 
- 
- Overtemperature 
Output voltage limited to 270 volts dc 
Output current limited to 175 amps dc 
0 Accuracy - 12 percent of current command 
The curves in Figure 122 show the high 
efficiency and power-factor capabilities of the 
rectifierhegulator. Effective conversion of 
generator output is related to both factors. 
A t  a 20-kW output load, efficiency and power 
factor are as follows: 
0 RectifiedRegulator Efficiency = 96.5 per- 
cent 
0 Input kva = 22.0 
0 Input Power Factor = 0.94 
Figure 123 is a layout of the rectifiedreg- 
ulator components. Included is a diagram of 
the protective enclosure, which is rated for 
outdoor service. Transient load capacity is 
40 kW for 5 seconds, sufficient to accommo- 
date a transient which may occur during cross- 
over from the solar to the hybird mode. 
OVER- 
CURRENT 
OVER- 
TEMPERATURE 
KZ 4 
UNDER 
VOLTAGE 
> + VDC 
100 MA (MAX) 
INPUT UNDER VOLTAGE 
100 MA (MAX) 
RELAYS SHOWN 
OE-ENERGIZED. 
FAULT CDNDlTlON " 
688042-155 
Figure 121. RectifiedRegdator Protective 
Circuits Are Incorporated in Design. 
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Figure 122. Rectifier/Regulator 
Performance Is Capable of High 
Efficiencies. 
rm MONITORING 
686442-157 
\ WEATHER HOOO 
Figure 123. RectifiedRegulator Assembly 
Is Housed in Protective Enclosure. 
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APPENDIX B 
AGTlOl PROGRAM SUMMARY 
EVENT 
GOV'T MILESTONES 
CERAMIC OEV 
STRUCTURES 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
As part of the  U.S. Department a Energy 
(DOE) Gas Turbine Highway Vehicle System 
Program, Garrett  Turbine Engine Company 
(GTEC) and Ford Motor Company are engaged 
in the development of an advanced gas turbine 
(AGT) engine for automotive application. The 
program is authorized under DOE/NASA Con- 
tract DEN3-167, with the  NASA Lewis Re- 
search Center (NASA/LeRC) providing pro- 
gram management and technical direction. 
Program effort  is directed at providing the 
United States automotive industry with the 
high-risk, long-range technology necessary to 
produce gas turbine engine power trains for 
automobiles that will have reduced fuel con- 
sumption and reduced environmental impact. 
Status and technical progress through May 
1986, which completes 6-1/2 years of the  
program, are summarized in this appendix. 
FISCAL YEAR 
80 81 82 83 I 84 I 85 I 86 I 87 
A 1 $ 2  43.4 45 
A I A 2500F 
21WF I 
The program was initiated on October 1, 
1979. Design reviews of the Reference 
Power-Train Design (RPD) and the initial de- 
velopment engines were held on schedule in 
early 1980, representing successful completion 
of Contract Milestone 1. The RPD is a design 
that could be considered for production evalu- 
ation. Figure 124 depicts the program sched- 
ule since inception, with critical milestones 
identified. Note that the present contract is 
directed toward power section development, 
with emphasis on ceramic component develop- 
ment. The program has since been extended 
and is now scheduled for completion by June 
1987. 
TURBINE 
REGENERATOR 
DEVELOPMENT 
COMPONENT 
DEVELOPMENT 
ENGINE DESCRIPTION 
t I  
I 
I ALLtERAMlC ENGINE 1 
Design Features 
The AGT101 engine (see Figure 125) is flat 
rated a t  100 hp (74.6 kW) with a minimum SFC 
of 0.3 lb/hp-hr (0.18 kg/kW-hr). The single- 
POWER SECTION 
DEVELOPMENT I ! AI,, i 21OOF i '? i I A 
GOVERNMENT 1 .  DESIEN REVIEW 
MILESTONES 2. CHARACTERIZE EN61NE - BUILD 1 
3. CHARACTERIZE ENGINE WITH CERAMIC STATICS 
4. INITIATE ENGINE TEST WITH CERAMIC ROTOR 
5. CHARACTERIZE ALL-CERAMIC ENGINE 
606442-1% 
Figure 124. AGTlOl Program Schedule. 
P933 1 0- 1 
686-042-1 60 
Figure 125. AGTlOl Power Section. 
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shaft rotating group is composed of a radial 
turbine, a centrifugal compressor, and output 
gear supported by an air-lubricated foil-jour- 
nal bearing and an oil-lubricated ball bearing. 
The maximum (steady state) engine speed is 
100,000 rpm, and idle speed is approximately 
50,000 rpm. 
Ambient air enters the engine through var- 
iable inlet guide vanes and passes through the 
single-stage compressor. The compressed air, 
at approximately 365F (185C), is routed 
around the full engine perimeter to  the high- 
pressure side of the ceramic rotary regener- 
ator. This feature provides increased thermal 
efficiency by minimizing heat loss. The par- 
tially heated air passes through the  regener- 
ator core where it is further heated (at idle) to  
approximately 1940F (1062C), and then passes 
to the combustor. 
The combustion system features a fixed- 
geometry, lean-burn, low-emission combustor. 
Work conducted by NASA and GTEC indicates 
that this lean-burn combustion system has high 
potential for meeting emission standards. 
Combustor air rises in temperature to a max- 
imum of 2500F (1371C) with the addition of 
fuel, is ducted to  the ceramic stator, and is 
then expanded across the radial turbine rotor. 
Turbine exhaust gases at 2000F (1093C), which 
is the maximum temperature at idle, are 
ducted through the low-pressure side of the 
rotary regenerator and out the engine exhaust 
at a maximum temperature of 510F (266C) at 
maximum power. 
The all-ceramic hot-section structural 
components are symmetrical except for one 
housing that separates high- and low-pressure 
regenerator flow. The symmetrical design 
provides a more uniform stress distribution 
and simplifies component manufacturing. 
Engine Testing 
As shown in Figure 126, the all-ceramic 
AGTlOl engine has evolved through a series of 
iterative steps. The all-ceramic engine was 
initially designed, and metallic components 
substituted (except the regenerator), to ac- 
I 
16OOF [871C) 
21WF (1149Cj 
1 
110 
25OOF 11371CI  CERAMIC PARTS 
I 
686-042-1 61 
Figure 126. Evolution of the AGT101. 
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commodate early power-section testing and 
evaluation at 1600F (871C). This unit began 
test in June 1981 and successfully completed 
Contract Milestone 2 of the program, perfor- 
mance characterization. 
As the ceramic structures have been devel- 
oped, they have been introduced into the 
power section along with a cooled dual-alloy 
metallic turbine rotor, permitting testing at 
2100F (1149C). Testing of the 2100F (1149C) 
power section started in February 1984. Sub- 
sequently, the dual-alloy rotor was replaced by 
a ceramic rotor, and engine testing in the all- 
ceramic configuration began in January 1986. 
This testing will continue throughout the re- 
mainder of the program. 
Table 28 summarizes the AGTlOl engine 
testing. Engines with a "C" suffix are ceramic 
engines. Through 1984, three engines had 
accumulated test time. In 1985, a fourth 
engine, S/N 004C, was introduced to aid in 
test support and performance evaluation. 
With the resolution of mechanical problems in 
1984 (Reference 3), testing has been dedicated 
to  ceramic engine evaluation as evidenced by 
engine S/N 002C accumulating the most time. 
Table 28. AGTlOl Accumulated Engine 
Test Time. 
~~ 
Power 
Section 
S/N 
001 
002 
002c  
003 
004C 
Total 
Builds 
37 
4 
16 
52 
4 -
starts 
232 
70 
103 
333 
40 -
113 I 778 
Operating 
Time, hours 
118 
21 
145 
118 
8 -
410 
Significant testing was accomplished in 
1985, including numerous full-speed (100,000 
rpm) and 2100F (1149C) runs, development 
start cyclic tests, baseline performance tests 
at 2100F (1149C), and ceramic combustor en- 
gine tests. These tests are detailed in the 
discussion that follows. 
Initial evaluation of all ceramic component 
interfaces at 2100F (1149C) and full-pressure 
loading was accomplished. With operation at 
100,000 rpm and 2100F (1149C), the engine 
develops its maximum pressure ratio (5:1), 
thereby loading all the interfaces. No evi- 
dence of contact stress w a s  evident at any 
component interface. Mechanical operation of 
the engine was smooth and repeatable from 
build to build and from engine to engine. 
As described in a succeeding section of this 
appendix (see Ceramic Development), start 
transient testing followed a progressive se- 
quence from slow thermal ramps to increas- 
ingly faster ramps, becoming more indicative 
of actual engine requirements. As ceramic 
components were qualified through these start 
conditions in the screening rigs, engine testing 
also progressed. Figure 127 shows the re- 
quired-to-run line superimposed on actual en- 
gine test data for a typical development start 
[ambient to 180OF (982CI in 15 seconds]. The 
development start is indicative of engine oper- 
ation requirements today, and subjects the 
ceramic components to better than 85 percent 
of the maximum stress observed during a 
normal start. After achieving 1800F (982C) 
= 1200 
z 1000 s 
= e w  
J 
-600 
El 
$ 400 
i 200 
Y- 
E 
Y 
E a
- 0  
I 
ACTUAL. SIN WC 
I f  
I , ,  I I 1  I I I , , ,  4 
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 120 180 210 
TIME, SECONOS 
085-042-1 62 
Figure 127. Development Start for AGTlOl 
[2100P (1149C)l. 
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and 60,000 rpm, the engine is held at these 
conditions for approximately 6 minutes before 
proceeding with the testing. The 6-minute 
hold period allows the ceramic components to 
reach thermal (stress) equilibrium. S/N 002C 
and S/N 004C have accumulated over 50 de- 
velopment starts with no component distress. 
All future testing will be conducted using 
either the development or normal start condi- 
t ions. 
Performance data at 2100F (1149C) were 
also obtained for S/N 002C over the speed 
range of 60,000 to 100,000 rpm. Because of 
the ceramic composition of the engine parts, 
only a limited number of sensors could be 
installed. Using the limited amount of avail- 
able data as a starting point in the engine 
performance model, the unknowns (leakages) 
are varied until the best data match is ob- 
tained. During this iterative calculation, 
energy and mass balance is maintained. Based 
on this approach, the internal leakage was 
calculated to be 21 percent (Figure 128), a 
level consistent with a standard sea-level per- 
formance of 43.4 shp (32.4 kW). Although the 
engine configuration was far from optimum, 
the test results represent the baseline perfor- 
mance from which improvements are directed 
and comparisons made. 
After the successful rig test of a ceramic 
combustor in 1985, this component was added 
for 2100F (1149C) engine evaluation. As 
shown in Figure 129, the liner mates to the 
transition duct, with the dome, swirler, and 
spacer axially located on the liner. The lean- 
burn fuel nozzle is located on the engine 
centerline. Successful start transients to 
1800F (982C) were accomplished with no com- 
ponent distress. 
Ceramic Development 
With a view to meeting the final objectives 
for the all-ceramic gas turbine engine, the 
AGTlOl program identified two major cer- 
amic-material goals. These goals have been 
categorized as ttproof of design" and "materi- 
als capability demonstration." "Proof of de- 
sign" is defined as a ceramic component design 
SHAFT SPEED = 1 m . m  RPM 
POWER 
COMPRESSOR 
41 T3.0 OYNO 
COMBUSTOR : 
T4.1 T5.1 P1 ' ' l3.6 
TURBINE PISTON RING 17.86%1 
_t 
11 . ~ .~ 
.,,,,,,,,,~~,~,,,,,X____I 
a 0 = ITERATIVE 
SOLUTION 
............................................. 
OVERBOARO I '  FOIL BEARING (2.0%1 
(l.o%j -1 
I T - 
"*' LEAKAGE = PERCENT LEAKAGE FLOW T3.1 
OYNO POWER 
SHAFT POWER 
P1 
11 
T3.1 
T3.6 
'4.1 
l 5 . l  
T6.0 
TEST DATA 
30.07 HP (22.4 KWI 
- 
14.096 PSI (67.2 KPIJ 
&F 129.4Cj 
445F lml 
502F (261C) 
1383F (751CI 
213QF (1171C) 
- 
WF IWl 
CALCULATE0 VALUES 
30.08 HP (22.4 KWI 
43.4 HP 132.4 KWI 
14.096 PSI (g7.2 KPal 
85F (29.4Cl 
466F (241CI 
501F (261Cl 
1404F (762Cl 
2139F ( l l 7 l C l  
1 S 7 F  (esSCl 
858F (348C1 
6Ei6.042-1 W 
Figure 128. Engine Test Data Setup Model. 
688-042-164 
Figure 129. Ceramic Combustor Installed 
in AGT101. 
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that has been consistently subjected to 1.25 
times the "normal engine start" thermal tran- 
sient and mechanically induced stresses with- 
out incurring fracture. This start transient, 
illustrated in Figure 130, is accomplished in 
component thermal and mechanical screening 
and test rigs. I'Materials capability demon- 
stration" is defined as the material or materi- 
als capable of withstanding the harsh gas tur- 
bine environment of the AGTlOl [turbine inlet 
temperatures to 2500F (1371C)l for a period of 
200 hours without failure or significant 
strength degradation. 
C 
1200 
m 
u 
E 
W' 
a 
ssoa 
c e 
300 
0 
686-042~170 
IF'  
10 20 30 40 50 
TIME, SECONOS 
NORMAL START TRANSIENT 
Figure 130. AGTlOl Normal Start Transient. 
To achieve "proof of design," the AGTlOl 
program has evaluated a number of ceramic 
materials and processes from several U.S. and 
foreign suppliers. The material selection cri- 
teria are shown in Figure 131 with initial 
material selection based primarily on the flex- 
ibility of the fabrication approach, strength 
and strength retention at room and elevated 
temperatures, and component availability. A 
MATERIAL PROPERTIES USE CONDlTlONS 
t 
MATERIAL 
CANOlOATES 
1 
[ TRAOE-OFF ) 
686-042-171 
MATERIAL AN0 
FABRICATION 
APPROACH 
Figure 131. Material Selection Criteria. 
list of the ceramic materials being evaluated 
in the AGTlOl program is presented in Table 
29, together with the supplier and the associ- 
ated forming process. 
SUMMARY 
Ceramic engine testing at 2100F (1149C) 
and component testing at 2500F (1371C) have 
progressed throughout the program and con- 
tinue to demonstrate the "proof of design" for 
the AGT101. Maximum speed operation at 
2100F (1149C) has been successfully demon- 
strated on numerous occasions with no evi- 
dence of contact stress or distress to the 
ceramic components. Initial baseline perfor- 
mance has been established at 2100F (1149C). 
Internal leakage appears to  be a key develop- 
ment need. Ceramic combustor rig tests and 
engine tests were successfully conducted, in- 
cluding start-transient and steady-state oper- 
ation. 
Improvements in material properties are 
progressing for both silicon carbide and sin- 
113 
tered silicon nitride. Ceramic rotor fabrica- which have passed pre-engine qualification 
tion efforts continue at Ford and AiResearch tests. A 100-hour endurance test of the all- 
Casting Company. In addition, Kyocera and ceramic AGTlOl engine is planned for  the 
NGK-Locke have produced ceramic rotors near future. 
Table 29. Numerous Ceramic Materials Were Evaluated. 
Source 
AiResearch Casting 
Company 
Ford Motor Company 
Carborundu m 
Kyocera Corporation 
NGK-Locke 
Corning 
Material 
Reaction Bonded Silicon 
Sintered Silicon Nitride (SSN) 
Sintered Reaction Bonded 
Silicon Nitride (SRBSN) 
Nitride (RBSN) 
Sintered Reaction Bonded 
Silicon Nitride (SRBSN) 
Sintered Alpha Silicon 
Carbide (SASC) 
Sintered Silicon Nitride 
(SSN) 
Sintered Silicon Nitride 
Magnesium Aluminum 
(MN) 
Silicate (MAS) 
Lithium Aluminum 
Silicate (LAS) 
Forming Process 
Slip Cast (Injection Molded) 
Slip Cast (Injection Molded) 
Slip Cast (Injection Molded) 
Slip Cast 
Impressed, Injection Molded, 
Slip Cast, Extruded 
Slip Cast 
Isopressed, Injection Molded, 
Extruded 
Slip Cast 
Slip Cast 
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APPENDIX C 
ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS, AND SYMBOLS 
r 
I 
AC 
AC 
AGT 
AMB 
AS 
ASME 
ASTM 
a t m  
BE/G 
Btu 
C 
CFDC 
CFM 
CG 
cm 
CRES 
CSP 
D 
DC 
DOE 
ERH 
ERL 
EAL 
ECU 
EFF 
ERDA 
F 
Fax 
Frad 
F/A 
F/B 
FCU 
FPS 
GE 
GEP 
GTEC 
Amps, Collector 
Alternating Current; also ac 
Advanced Gas Turbine or Automotive Gas Turbine 
Ambient; also amb 
Aluminum Silicate 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
American Society for Testing and Materials 
Atmosphere 
Brayton Engine/Generator; also E/G, PCU, or PCA 
British Thermal Unit 
Degrees Centigrade 
Combined Federal Driving Cycle 
Cubic Feet Per Minute; also cfm 
Center of Gravity; also cg 
Centimeter 
Corrosion-Resistant Steel 
Cycle Shaft Power (kWm) 
Dimensional 
Direct Current; also dc, Vdc, or VDC 
U.S. Department of Energy 
Recuperator Temperature Effectiveness (Dimension- 
Recuperator Effectiveness, High-pressure Side 
Recuperator Effectiveness, Low-Pressure Side 
Electric Accessory Load 
Electronic Control Unit 
Effective 
Energy Research and Development Administration 
less) 
Degrees Fahrenheit 
Axial Force 
Radial Force 
Fuel-Air Ratio 
Foil Bearing 
Fuel Control Unit 
Feet Per  Second; also fps 
General Electric 
Generator Electric Power Output (kWe) 
Garret t  Turbine Engine Company 
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hP 
HP 
HZ 
I 
Id 
J 
LAS 
LB 
LCF 
LeRC 
LHV 
LOP 
LP 
m 
M 
MW, MF, MC 
ma 
MAS 
MEP 
mm 
MOR 
MPa 
MPS 
MTBF 
N 
Ne 
NG 
Nreg 
N t  
N / J e  
NASA 
NC 
NEMA 
NEP 
NSP 
Horsepower 
High-pressure Side, Air Side 
Hertz 
Insolation (kW/m2) 
Diametral Moment of Inertia 
Polar Moment of Inertia 
Inlet Guide Vane 
Joule 
Proportional Governor Control 
Kilogram; also kg 
Kilopascal; also KPa 
Thousands of Pounds Per Square Inch; also ksi 
Kilovolt Ampere; also kVa 
Kilowatt 
Kilowatt, Electrical 
Kilowatt, Mechanical 
Kilowatt, Thermal 
Lithium Aluminum Silicate 
Pound; also lb 
Low Cycle Fatigue 
Lewis Research Center 
Lower Heating Value 
Low Oil Pressure 
Low-Pressure Side, Gas Side 
Meter 
Working Fluid Mass Flow (lb/sec); numeric subscripts 
Mass Flow (lb/sec)--Water, Fuel, Coolant 
Milliampere 
Magnesium Aluminum Silicate 
Module Electric Power Output (kWe) 
Millimeter 
Modulus of Rupture 
Me gapasc a1 
Meters Per Second; also mps 
Mean Time Between Failures 
refer to stations identified on Figure 3-55 
Newt on 
Engine Speed; also NE or N 
Rotational Speed of Generator (rpm) 
Regenerator Speed 
Rotational Speed of Turbocompressor (rpm) 
Corrected Speed 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Normally Closed 
National Electrical Manufacturers Association 
Net Electric Power Output (kWe) 
Net Shaft Power to  Generator (kWm) 
P 
PBAR 
PREG 
PIN 
PCA 
PCU 
P/N 
P-P 
PPL 
PS 
PSI 
PSIA 
PSIG 
PSL 
PT 
Q 
Qc 
QE 
QEL 
QR 
Qt 
rC 
R e  
RBSN 
RCVR 
REG 
REP 
RMS 
RPD 
RPM 
SAE 
SAGT 
SAL 
SASC 
S/D 
SEC 
SFC 
SigNq 
SL 
S/N 
SRBSN 
SSN 
T 
T4. 1 
TAN 
TBC 
Pressure (psia); numeric subscripts, when used, refer 
Barometric Pressure 
Inlet Pressure 
Regenerator Drive Pressure 
Power Conversion Assembly; also BE/G 
Power Conversion Unit; also BE/G 
Part Number 
Peak-to-Peak (Displacement) 
Parasitic Plant Loss 
Static Pressure 
Pounds Per Square Inch 
Pounds Per Square Inch, Absolute 
Pounds Per Square Inch, Gage 
Parasitic Shaft Power Loss to Driven Accessories (kW) 
Total Pressure 
to stations identified on Figure 3-55 
Entropy Function 
Thermal Power from Combustor (kWt) 
Thermal Power to Engine = QR + Q c  (kWt) 
Heat Loss from Engine Surfaces (kWt) 
Thermal Power from Receiver (kWt) 
Heat Flow or Thermal Power (KWt)  
Radius of Compressor 
Reynold's Number 
Reaction Bonded Silicon Nitride 
Solar Receiver Door 
Regulator 
Rectified Electric Power Output (kWe) 
Root Mean Squared 
Reference Power-Train Design 
Revolutions Per Minute; also rprn 
Society of Automotive Engineers 
Solarized Automotive Gas Turbine 
Shaft Accessory Load 
Sintered Alpha Silicon Carbide 
Shut down 
Second; also sec or s 
Specific Fuel Consumption 
Silicon Nitride 
Sea Level 
Serial Number 
Sintered Reaction Bonded Silicon Nitride 
Sintered Silicon Nitride 
Temperature; numeric subscripts, when used, refer to  
Turbine Inlet Temperature; also TIT, TIN, or T7 
Tangential 
Test Bed Concentrator 
stations identified on Figure 3-55 
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TDT 
TI R 
TIT 
TSL 
T-T 
V 
Vce 
Vceo 
VP 
vxc 
VDC 
VIGV 
W a  
WC 
Wf 
WT 
8 
rl 
‘IC 
‘1G 
WOMB 
W S P  
fl ETS 
nGB 
VGEP 
VINV 
VMEP 
nNEP 
nR 
nT 
qTRANS 
lJc 
e 
Turbine Discharge Temperature 
Total Indicator Reading 
Turbine Inlet Temperature; also T4.1, TIN, or T7 
Rotating Group Losses (Bearings, Seals, Windage) 
Tot al-to-Tot a1 
Volts 
Volts, Collector to Emitter 
Volts, Collector to Emitter with Base Open 
Voltage, Fuel Control 
Volts, Alternating Current; also vac 
Volts, Direct Current; also vdc 
Variable Inlet Guide Vane 
Airflow 
Coolant Flow 
Fuel Flow 
Weight 
Cycle Pressure Loss Fraction (Dimensionless, Le., 
Efficiency 
Compressor Efficiency 
Generator Efficiency 
Combustor Efficiency 
Engine Cycle Shaft Power Efficiency = CPS i QE 
Electrical Transport System Efficiency 
Gearbox Efficiency 
Engine Electric Power Efficiency at Generator Ter- 
Inverter Efficiency 
Module Electric Power Efficiency = MEP i QE 
Net Electric Power Efficiency of Plant = NEP i QE 
Rectifier Efficiency 
Turbine Efficiency 
Transformer Efficiency 
Temperature/Pressure Corrections 
Microinch (Inch x 
[8 = (1 - 1 AP/P) = (q/rc)I  
minals = GEP t QE 
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